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WHEN I LEAVE THE HOUSE, I DO A POCKET CHECK:
KEYS. PHONE. WALLET. SPLIT FOCUS.

Visit our website to see the Split Focus trailer.

The current run is a limited supply, for a limited time, at a limited price.

thesecretsource.com

Who appeared in 2018?
 Ding Yang, Richard Wiseman, R. Paul Wilson,  

Justin Willman,  Frances Willard, Michael Weber,  
Blake Vogt, Vlad & Elena, Paul Vigil,  

Johnny Thompson, Marc Summers, Glenn Singer,  
Bob Sheets, Ben Seidman, Adam Rubin,  

Joe Rindfleisch, John Redmon, Robert Ramirez,  
Gary Plants, Luis Piedrahita, Nathan Phan,  

The Other Brothers, Barry Olivier, Morgan & West,  
Eric Mead, Pete McCabe, Rick Maue, Ronn Lucas,  

Chad Long, Laura London, Ron Logan, Jonathan Levit, 
Jinger Leigh-Kalin, Patrick Lehnen, Dede Larible,  
Jason Ladanye, Sebastian Konopix, Bob Kohler,  

Sang Soon Kim, Paul Kieve, Kevin James, Pat Hazell, 
Han Man Ho, Bill Goodwin, Tom Gagnon,  

Jason England, Julie Eng, Jimmy Delp, Paul Dabek, 
Lauren Cohen, David Charvet, Dan & Dave Buck,  

Noel Britten, Jorge Blass, Hakan Berg,  
and David Copperfield.

Who will appear in 2019?
Come and see.

August 4–7, 2019
www.MagicConvention.com

http://thesecretsource.com
https://thesecretsource.com/gregs-gadgetry/split-focus
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MAKE MONEY

SIMPLE STREAMING

300+ VIDEO  LESSONS

AS SEEN IN:
The Illusionists

as “The Hypnotist” STAGEHYPNOSISUNIVERSITY.COM

COMPLETE STAGE HYPNOSIS TRAINING
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OPENINGS

COMING SOON

ANVERDI
Murphy’s Magic Supplies Proudly Presents

Tony Anverdi was a genuis inventor that specialized in electronic and liquid 
magic. In September, 2010 the rights to the entire Anverdi line of magic were 
sold to Murphy’s Magic Supplies Inc. Since this time Murphy’s Magic has 
been the only authorized company in the world to produce, manufacture, 
and distribute Anverdi’s creations.

Dry hands or change of seasons are no 
match for this original breakthrough to 
magic. The Beeswax Finish will forever alter 
how you grip all your props, not just coins.  
Grab ahold of one TODAY! Only available at:

CopelandCoins.com

Featuring…
A new wallet

WATCH 
VIDEO!

https://www.copelandcoins.com/products/viajero
http://www.murphysmagic.com/anverdi_products/
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Internatonal Magic Magazine
VANISH

Happy New Year one and all …

VANISH has some very exciting projects planned for 2019, including 
something HUGE I've been working on for a few years that I will reveal in 
February. With the help of my “secret” committee we have been scouring 
past editions of VANISH, visiting as many public performances as possible 
and looking closely at performers around the world. In February we will be 
making a major announcement so stay tuned.

This year saw the first edition of VANISH MAGIC MAGAZINE - Year One 
Collection. It’s received rave reviews and there are just a handful of copies 
left - once they are gone no more will be printed. If you want to own a hard 
cover edition of YEAR ONE then place your order now. There is an advert 
in the magazine and you can click on it to order a copy. Please note: YEAR 
TWO will head to the printers once the first collection is sold out.

Many thanks to Nick Lewin for writing an incredible article on Ray Anderson 
of the Esther’s Follies. The fact that Esther’s Follies has been running for so 
long is a true testament to Ray's talent and skills. He has firmly established 
himself as THE show to go see in Austin, Texas.

Congratulations to Jeff Christensen who was recently named “Inspirational 
Canadian Magician of the Year” by readers of Canada Magic Blog. Jeff and 
his family are extremely deserving of this award and have not only helped 
many families in third world countries, but inspired many magicians around 
the globe. We will feature Jeff in an issue sometime in 2019, however, I'd 
like to leave you with the following video as something to think about in 
the year ahead. Thank you Jeff for everything you do my dear friend, I look 
forward to more from you this coming year.  

Paul Romhany

HERE'S TO 2019

FROM THE
EDITOR

https://youtu.be/B4xkhaMIxSM

NATHALIE ROMIER

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
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NEWS

The magician and mentalist David Berglas, known as the International Man of Mys-
tery, has been awarded an MBE at the age of 92. It is believed to be the first time the 
honour has been presented to anyone for their contribution to magic.

Berglas began his career in the 1950s, becoming a household name with his regular 
performances on radio and television. He was renowned for creating large stunts, 
among them driving a car around London in a blindfold, and hurtling blindfolded 
down the Cresta Run.

His version of the Any Card at Any Number routine is known as the Berglas Effect, 
with magicians considering it the holy grail of card magic.

Berglas said: “I am delighted to accept this honour – but even more pleased that 
the art of magic has at last been recognised. I have spent over 60 years entertain-
ing people in person, on radio and television – ‘reading their minds’ – but I certainly 
didn’t see this one coming”.

Paying tribute to Berglas, who has received a host of international awards, the TV illu-
sionist Derren Brown said: “This honour recognises one of our greatest living magical 
performers. Generations of magicians owe him a debt of gratitude. Each of my shows 
is indebted to his artistry and astonishing body of work.”

DAVID BERGLAS 
RECEIVES MBE

Orson Welles and David Berglas

David, Dynamo, Marvin Berglas

Illusionist Derren Brown hailed Berglas 
as “one of our greatest living magical 
performers.

“Generations of magicians owe him a debt 
of gratitude. Each of my shows is indebted 
to his artistry and astonishing body of work. 
I thank him for his constant inspiration.” - 
Derren Brown

Berglas had his own BBC TV 
show, Meet David Berglas, 
which was a huge hit, in 1954, 
and in  the 1980s The Mind Of 
David Berglas, on Channel 4, 
featured celebrity guests.

He has also been a consultant 
on several Bond films.

The Magic Circle first admitted 
female members, in 1991, dur-
ing his tenure as president.

He is awarded an MBE in the 
New Year Honours List for ser-
vices to magic and psychology.

Marvin, Paul Romhany, David
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It was very sad news to hear about the 
passing, on December 26th, of Pete Biro. 
Pete was a funny magician with a fund of 
knowledge and one of the real movers 
and shakers in magic. He suffered a stroke 
about a year ago, and his death seems to 
be an aftermath of this event. I first met 
Pete in London in the 1960s in the magic 
studio of Ken Brooke in London's West End. 
Biro got serious respect while visiting 145, 
Wardour Street because he drank English 
style tea rather than coffee. Pete was a firm 
friend of Brooke and they had enormous 
respect for each other. I just met Biro the 
once at Ken Brooke's Magic Place; however, 
Pete was the kind of guy you met once and 
felt you had known for years.

The next times Pete came into my life was 
in the mid-1970s when I was working at 
the Magic Cellar in San Francisco. Pete 
would stop by the Cellar and we would 
gossip and talk magic, Pete always had 
an idea for a gag or joke to add to the 
show. Biro had a mind like a magnet 
and a wonderful sense of what material 
would work for a fellow performer. He was 
always very generous with his time and 
knowledge. It was at this time I realized 
that in addition to his skills as a magician 
Pete was also a world-class and highly 
talented race car photographer. 

I continued to bump into Pete over the 
years, and we always enjoyed a lively 
conversation; he was one of those 
friends with whom you could pick up a 
conversation exactly where you left of a 
year or so before. Always the mark of a 
good friend. I have followed Pete's writings 
over the years and have always been 
impressed by his ability to get right to the 
commercial heart of a routine. Biro will be 
sorely missed throughout the magic world 
for his formidable knowledge and quirky 
performing style.

I will certainly miss bumping into Pete 
at the Friday luncheon at the Castle, 
and our occasional exchange of notes 
over the Internet. Sadly with Pete Biro's 
passing, we have lost another of magic's 
real characters. All of us here at VANISH 
Magazine send our sincerest condolences 
to his family and many friends. 2018 took 
a heavy toll on the magic world. I will just 

ALOHA PETE BIRO
BY NICK LEWIN

sigh a little and wish Aloha to Pete. If there is 
some form of heaven, I hope that Ken, Pete, 
Harry, Dean, and Ricky are all there together 
catching up and sharing moves and tricks.
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

P.G BALLOON V2
VICTOR VOITKO

THIS IS THE ULTIMATE GIMMICK THAT WILL ENABLE YOU TO 
PRODUCE A FULLY INFLATED BALLOON. IF YOU PERFORM THE 
SWALLOWING BALLOON ROUTINE THEN THIS REALLY IS THE 
ULTIMATE ENDING AS YOU CAN NOW BRING THE BALLOON OUT 
FROM YOUR MOUTH BLOWN UP! 

THIS IS A VERY CLEVER PUMP SYSTEM THAT IS CLIPPED ON YOUR 
BELT AND WHEN YOU ARE READY YOU CAN EASILY ACTIVATE IT. 
VERSION 2.0 NOW USES RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES SO YOU NO 
LONGER HAVE TO BUY BATTERIES. 

THE GIMMICK IS EASILY CONCEALED AND WHEN YOU ARE READY 
IT IS VERY EASY TO ACCESS. I HAVE BEEN USING THIS FOR KIDS 

AVILALBLE FROM:
https://www.magic-voitko.com/
PRICE: € 220.00

You can get a blown-up balloon from 
everywhere.
You can hide the blown-up balloon in your hand 
or in your wallet and then get it out, intact and 
undamaged.

Or pierces himself with an intact balloon.

An air from the balloon can pass through your 
head over the ears into another balloon.

• The device is compact and lightweight
• Almost inaudible and produces only a very low 
sound.
• You can control the blown-up balloon without 
using your hands.

  Your hands are free during the performance. 
You can turn the blowing off or on at any 
moment, unnoticed by the audience.

The rules for the use and service of the device 
batteries. If you do not use the device, you have 
to once a month, fully discharge the device and 
charge it again. If you do not do the battery 
maintenance, the device will break the device.

The warranty is 6 months.
• Runs by electricity.
• The weight of this prop is about 450 gr.
• You need to wear a coat or a shirt.

SHOWS AND MY ADULT SHOWS AND THE 
RESULTS HAVE BEEN FANTASTIC. 

VICTOR HAS PRODUCED A VERY HIGH END 
TOOL FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO REALLY 
ADD SOMETHING MAGICAL TO THEIR 
ACT. COMBINED WITH HIS INGENIOUS 
METHOD OF SWALLOWING THE BALLOON 
CALLED EDIBLE BALLOON YOU HAVE A 
GREAT VISUAL GAG OF SWALLOWING 
AND BRINGING BACK A FULLY INFLATED 
BALLOON. THIS IS DEFINITELY THE BEST 
THERE IS. 
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EXAMPLES OF OTHER EFFECTS.

Imagine the magician chewing a gum and blowing 
bubbles and afterthat the magician turns chewing gum 
into a blown-up balloon, which he gets from his mouth.
Then he swallows a balloon back and turns it into a 
chewing gum. Imagine the magician, after completing 
swallowing a balloon reaches into his mouth and slowly 
starts to pull out a blown-up balloon! That's right - you 
have read it right... If you don't perform the swallowing 
balloon - no problem - be different by reversing the 
sequence and producing a blown up balloon from your 
mouth (it's a lot easier to learn too!). Either way you do 
it - it will get a big reaction. Ask yourself... Do you want 
to build a reputation? Do you want to permanently 
brand yourself? Do you want to make an unforgettable 
impression? If so - this is how you do it (and you would 
happily spend 20X the amount to achieve doing so). If 
you purchase this item - it's a small price to pay for the 
results and awareness you will get when you perform 
this illusion.

“  
THE ULTIMATE FINALE 

FOR ANYBODY WHO 
DOES THE SWALLOWING 
BALLOON GAG. THIS IS 
QUALITY AT ITS BEST.

 ROMHANY 
 

Fielding West is the one who came up 
with the idea of producing the balloon 
from his mouth after it has been 
swallowed. He featured this effect on his 
L & L Teaching Video, which has been 
on the market for a great many years 
Fielding West is a very nice guy and a 
fine comedy magician who has appeared 
here in Vegas for well over thirty years.

MY THOUGHTS:
Once again Victor Voitko has produced 
something that is truly outstanding. 
While this is marketed towards people 
who do the swallowing baloon gag, 
there is so much more fun to be had with 
this if you want. 

The gimmick itself is incredible. It filts 
on your belt and is easily accessable 

whenever you need it. You do need 
to wear a jacket for this as part of the 
gimmick does go through the sleeve. The 
set-up however takes minutes and you 
can have it set throughout your show 
performing it whenver you want. 

The product itself is extremely well made 
of the highest quality. It does make a little 
noise as the pump goes in to action but 
I've never had a problem as it's part of my 
routine with music. It is also fairly light 
and clilps on to either your buckle or belt.  
The clip is built in to the actual pump and 
will never dislodge.  The great advantage 
of this version over his original is that it is 
rechargable and lasts a long time before 
you have to recharge again. It also comes 
with  a cloth bag to keep 

If you are thinking of doing the 
swallowing gag with the balloon then 

I highly recommend you also purchase 
Victor's ingenious version called Edible 
Balloon. He has made it so easy to perform 
and you never have to break another 
balloon again. By combining both the 
swallowing and bringing back you will have 
a very funny and strong visual routine.

There is so much fun to be had with this 
prop, and it is by far the best version I've 
ever seen. Compact, light weight, easy to 
set-up and even easier to perform. I have yet 
to try it with a regular round balloon but I'm 
assuming it would work. 

This is designed by a working professional 
FOR working professionals. Use it on stage, 
walk around or if you are a kids performer at 
a birthday party. 
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

P.G BALLOON V2
VICTOR VOITKO
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EXAMPLES OF OTHER EFFECTS.

Imagine the magician chewing a gum and blowing 
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 ROMHANY 
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ABOUT FACE
By Gregory Wilson 

& David Gripenwaldt

REQUIREMENTS:
You need three Starbuck's  sleeves, which are corrugated on the 
inside and smooth (with the logo on it) on the outside. These are 
typically used because of their protective and thermal qualities. 
They encircle cups to serve three purposes: 1) Prevents customers 
from burning their hands. 2) Keeps the coffee warm. 3) Minimize 
the possibility of getting sued.  

You also need a Starbuck' s cup, its lid and a napkin.

PREPARATION: 
Take two of the sleeves and locate their glued seams. Carefully 
peel the sleeves apart at these seams. You will probably end up 
with parts of the corrugated section where it is strongly glued on 
the other section. When you re-glue each one so that the corru-
gated side is outermost, simply apply the glue over these rough 
spots. When the glue dries, you will have two "inside out" sleeves. 
(Note: If you are patient and careful, it is possible to gradually tum 
a sleeve inside out like a sock. (Figure 1) Impromptu is naturally 
preferable. 

You need to also make a half-sleeve that when held against the 
side of a cup looks like  a whole one. This is easy because the 
sleeves come with manufactured perforations. You do not need 
scissor or a knife; you can simply tear the sleeve at the two perfo-
rations. (Figure 2) 

SET-UP: 
Insert one of the "inside-out" sleeves inside the cup so that it fills 
the entire inner diameter. (Figure 3) Place the lid on top.

Slip the other "inside-out" sleeve around the cup, correctly posi-
tioned and then align the half-sleeve (with the logo on it) with the 
corrugated sleeve against it. When it is held place by your right 
hand, everything looks normal. (Figures 4 and 5) 
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The cup is held so that its backside rests against your right palm. 
Your fingers encircle the one side as your thumb holds the other 
side. This keeps the half-sleeve in place. 

METHOD: 
When you are ready to perform, display the cup in your right 
hand with the logo-side facing the spectator. Your left hand picks 
up the napkin folded into quarters and at first holds it on your 
upturned palm. Your left thumb and fingers more or less clip its 
left side.

You eventually place it in the front of the cup to apparently rub it. 
When it is placed in front of the cup to make a "rubbing move-
ment," it will completely cloak the sleeve. 

As soon as the napkin moves in front, your right thumb releases 
its grip on the part of the sleeve it is holding in place. This causes 
this part to "spring" out and away from the cup where it can be 
easily clipped by your left thumb. (Figure 6, an exposed view)

The napkin never actually contacts the cup, and after you finish 
"rubbing," move the napkin to the left in a lateral direction, saying, 
"Oh, no ..." Do not move the napkin downward, otherwise it might 
suggest that you are simply pulling off a sleeve. The half-sleeve of 
course reamins hidden behind the napkin.

The next move must be perfectly timed. The spectator will focus 
on the sudden transformation of the sleeve (from smooth to corru-
gate.) As he does so, move the left-hand napkin to the back edge 
of the table, not behind it.

Your left hand then follows through and moves up to the cup 
and turns it 180-degrees to show the other side, revealing that the 
entire corrugated sleeve encricles teh cup. Say, "This is freaky. The 
sleeve has mysteriously turned inside out."

Slide the sleeve off with your left hand and tilt the rounded sleeve 
forward so that the spectator can see the smooth side with its logo 
on the inside. Your right hand retains the cup. 

Let the spectator "marinate in the moment" as your left hand 
furtively and lightly squeezes the still "round" sleeve as it moves 
toward the cup. Your extended right forefinger can then press 
into the back side of the sleeve so that the sleeve becomes a 
half-sleeve. That is, the back half of the sleeve which was convex-
shaped becomes oncave and nests against the front half. (Figure 7)

This is difficult to explain, but with a little experimentation you 
will understand how this works. It takes only a second or two and 
creates an impromptu half-sleeve. When it is held in place and 
against the cup with its rounded front-side showing, everything 
looks normal. 

As the effect is still registering, pretend to slide the cup into the 
sleeve and then hold it in the normal right-hand grip you used at 
the outset. Say, "That's amazing ... I wonder what would happen if I 
rob the cup llf.tain? "
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Pick up the napkin as before with your right hand and move it in 
front of the cup. Make the rubbing movement and this time take 
away the enfolded half-sleeve, moving the napkin in a lateral 
direction. (Figure 8) Again, do not move the napkin downward. 

As the spectator sees that the sleeve has disappeared, again move 
the left-hand napkin to the back edge of the table and lap the 
folded half-sleeve and immediately tum your left hand palm up 
and deposit the napkin on the table. 

Hand the cup to the spectator to remove the lid and discover the 
sleeve. (Figure 9)

Take the sleeve from him and slide it onto the cup and table 
everything. Say, "That's a no-slip grip. Unfortunately, now I can't sue 
Starbuck 's ... "

CONNECT WITH GREGORY WILSON  AND GET

3 FREE TRICKS
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thesecretsource.com
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LOUIE FOXX 
SOARIN’ SINGLE    

EFFECT:  
You show three dollar bills in a stack.  Each hand grabs 
a dollar bill and as you separate your hands third bill 
floats between the bill held in each hand!  

You can watch a video demo of this here

https://www.facebook.com/LouieFoxxShow/vid-
eos/1667326969979889/

THE GIMMICK:  
This uses three dollar bills, two are regular and ungim-
micked and the third dollar bill has an loop of invisible 
elastic thread running through the bill.  Start by split-
ting both ends of the bill about 25% of its length.  Coat 
the insides of the bill with rubber cement.  Lay the loop 
across the end of the split part of the bill and close the 
bill.  The rubber cement will hold the bill shut.  Repeat 
this on the other end.  Figure 1 shows how the invisible 
elastic is stuck to the inside of the bill.  

You now have your gimmicked bill, which simply is a 
dollar bill that has invisible elastic thread running down 
each edge. Figure 2 shows the finished bill. 

Note: I used thick string instead of invisible elastic 
thread for illustration purposes in the figures.  

If you can’t or don’t how to split a bill, you can simply 
tape the elastic thread loop across the dollar in the 
same spot as the construction method using the split 
dollar bill.  
Working:  Start with the three, one dollar bills in a stack 
with the gimmicked bill in the middle, these are held in 

your right hand.  Take the top bill with your left hand and shake it.  
Take the next bill (the gimmicked one) with your left hand so that 
when the bill is held vertically, it will be the bill closest to you and 
shake it.  Your right hand shakes the final dollar bill and keeps it in 
your right hand. 

Both hands display the bills vertically.  
Bring your hands together, putting the right hands bill in front of 
those in the left hand, but keep holding it in the right hand.  Your 
left hand slides the gimmicked bill to the right slightly.   Both 
thumbs are going to rub the edge of the gimmicked bill to grab 
the invisible elastic, pinning it against the ungimmicked bill that 
each hand is holding.  
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Slowly move your hands apart, letting go of the gimmicked 
bill.  That will create the illusion of one of the dollar bill floating 
between the other two.  

To finish the trick, bring your hands together to make the bills a 
stack again.  

Notes:  You can have the bills briefly examined.  I just hand the 
bills to someone and ask them to look at them.  I do not ask them 
to be “examined”.   
I created this for a platform/stage show, while it will work close 
up, I think there are better ways to float a bill close up.  For stage 
I wanted something where the bill was more stable in the air and 
since you essentially have four anchor points the bill is very stable.  
Also, as the bill is floating, if the invisible elastic breaks, the bill 
will still stay suspended as it still has three other anchor points.  I 
really like that, as it gives me much more security in a stage pre-
sentation.  

This trick has some of its roots in Ben Harris’s card trick Zoom and 
the invisible elastic thread loop was invented by Fin Jonn.
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Charlier Four
Chiam Yu Sheng

 
EFFECT: 
The magician would like to demonstrate an amazing feat with a 
deck of cards. He cuts the deck with one hand and instantly pro-
duces the four aces! 

BACKGROUND:
 People who are familiar with my work should know that I am a 
huge fan of producing four of a kind. I love coming up with new 
ways to produce four aces before moving on to tricks using them 
such as Dr. Daley’s Last Trick and Twisting the Aces. I came up with 
this idea while playing with the Charlier Cut. Trust me, if you can 
pull off a Charlier Cut, you will be able to do this trick. Practise this 
well and you will have a great four of a kind production up your 
arsenal.

SETUP: 
Place one ace face up on top of the deck. Place the second ace 
face down on top of the face-up ace. Finally, place the other two 
aces face down at the bottom of the deck (Fig. 1)

FIG. 1

METHOD: 
You must know how to perform the Charlier Cut before attempt-
ing this trick. To perform, hold the deck in Straddle Grip in your 
left hand. Allow the bottom half of the deck to drop into your left 
hand. Push your left thumb up slightly so the top half of the deck 
separates further (Fig. 2 and 3). 
                                        
                                                                                                                         

FIG .2

FIG. 3

Curl your left index finger and push it against the bottom half of 
the deck while keeping your left thumb and other fingers in place. 
Make sure that your left index finger push until it contacts the 
other side of your palm, right against the lower portion of your 
thumb (Fig. 4). By doing so, the top and bottom half of the decks 
will be perpendicular. 

FIG. 4
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Loosen your grip and allow the top half of the deck to drop into 
your left palm. As the top half of the deck drops into your palm, 
use your left thumb to push the bottom deck directly on top of it. 
Before the two halves close, your right index finger goes into the 
break (Fig. 5). Hence, the top half and bottom half of the deck is 
separated by your index finger.

FIG. 5

Place your right middle finger on top of the deck. For now, the top 
half of the deck is clipped by your right index and middle finger. 
Your right middle finger must apply pressure on the top of the 
deck. You are now going to use your right index finger to slide out 
the two aces that are above and below it (Fig. 6). Take note that 
you do not need to slide the cards out fully. As the two aces slide 
out, your right middle finger will clip the first protruding card 
while your right thumb will clip the second protruding card (Fig. 
7). Use the two clipped card to flip the top half of the deck face up 
(Fig. 8). Once the top half of the deck is face up, it will expose the 
other two aces. From there, lay the clipped aces in a straight line 
with the other two aces and you will have a nice four ace produc-
tion (Fig. 9).
                                            

FIG. 6                                                                                               

FIG. 7
                                   
                        

  FIG. 8                                                                                               

FIG. 9                        

TIP: 
Try not to perform this trick with an old deck. Old decks tend to 
stick together and it will be hard to slide out the aces with your 
right index finger. 

CREDITS: 
·	 The Charlier Pass (A.K.A Charlier Cut) is published in Pro-

fessor Hoffman’s Tricks with Cards (1889, Pg. 7).

·	 In the Expert at the Card Table by S.W Erdnase (1902), it 
is stated that the Charlier Pass was created by a magi-
cian of the name Charlier. 
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Charlier Four
Chiam Yu Sheng

 
EFFECT: 
The magician would like to demonstrate an amazing feat with a 
deck of cards. He cuts the deck with one hand and instantly pro-
duces the four aces! 

BACKGROUND:
 People who are familiar with my work should know that I am a 
huge fan of producing four of a kind. I love coming up with new 
ways to produce four aces before moving on to tricks using them 
such as Dr. Daley’s Last Trick and Twisting the Aces. I came up with 
this idea while playing with the Charlier Cut. Trust me, if you can 
pull off a Charlier Cut, you will be able to do this trick. Practise this 
well and you will have a great four of a kind production up your 
arsenal.

SETUP: 
Place one ace face up on top of the deck. Place the second ace 
face down on top of the face-up ace. Finally, place the other two 
aces face down at the bottom of the deck (Fig. 1)

FIG. 1
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FIG .2

FIG. 3

Curl your left index finger and push it against the bottom half of 
the deck while keeping your left thumb and other fingers in place. 
Make sure that your left index finger push until it contacts the 
other side of your palm, right against the lower portion of your 
thumb (Fig. 4). By doing so, the top and bottom half of the decks 
will be perpendicular. 

FIG. 4
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Loosen your grip and allow the top half of the deck to drop into 
your left palm. As the top half of the deck drops into your palm, 
use your left thumb to push the bottom deck directly on top of it. 
Before the two halves close, your right index finger goes into the 
break (Fig. 5). Hence, the top half and bottom half of the deck is 
separated by your index finger.

FIG. 5

Place your right middle finger on top of the deck. For now, the top 
half of the deck is clipped by your right index and middle finger. 
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(Fig. 8). Once the top half of the deck is face up, it will expose the 
other two aces. From there, lay the clipped aces in a straight line 
with the other two aces and you will have a nice four ace produc-
tion (Fig. 9).
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FIG. 7
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right index finger. 
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32589
ODD EVEN-T

By Harvey Raft

PROPS REQUIRED

1- DECK of NUMERICAL CARDS (explained below)
2- SAMLL WRITING PADS 
2- PERMANENT MARKERS

NUMERICAL CARDS

Print in a white font a deck of five digit numbers on fifty black front 
and back 2.5” x 3.5” cards.  The secret to the cards is the SECOND 
LAST digit of each number. 25 of the cards will have an even num-
ber. Example: 55726.
25 cards will have an odd number.  Example: 13530.

PRE-PERFORMANCE SET-UP

Using the second last digit pre-set the cards alternately. (An even  
second last digit followed by an odd second last digit ). 

PERFORMANCE

Invite two volunteers on stage to a round of applause. 

Begin by showing two of the cards to your audience as you read 
all five digits on some of the numbers. Place them back in their 
original position.  Deal the cards into two stacks.  

Have Volunteer # 1 select a stack.

Give Volunteer # 2 the other stack.

Have them shuffle their cards. 

Direct Volunteer #1 to give you his pile of cards explaining that 
you are going to "memorize" them. Deal the cards from one hand 
to the other having appear that you are memorizing the cards.

After "memorizing" the cards back to volunteer #1. Give the volun-
teer a pad of paper and a marking pen.

Repeat with Volunteer # 2.

Have your volunteers select and remove three cards from their 
stack and to write the numbers on the pad of paper in a large, bold 
font. They are then to close their pad. 

Have them exchange their stacks and insert their own chosen 
cards anywhere in the middle of these stacks. Have them shuffle 
the cards.
 

  
Retrieve the cards from volunteer #1 and explain that you will now 
attempt to locate all of the inserted cards that Volunteer #2 placed 
in the deck. Look through the cards and remove the cards with 
the second last digit being even or odd depending on which stack 
Volunteer #1 selected.

Retrieve the cards from volunteer #2 and explain that you will now 
attempt to locate all of the inserted cards that Volunteer #1 placed 
in the deck. Look through the cards and remove the cards with 
the second last digit being even or odd depending on which stack 
Volunteer #2 selected.

Have your volunteers show their written numbers as you reveal 
each card.

A perfect match every time!!!
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FEATURE STORY \

RAY ANDERSON
THE MASTER MAGICIAN

By NICK LEWIN

PHOTO: Ray and Ellana Kelter

The Academy of Magical Arts really got it right at their 2018 awards 
ceremony when they presented Ray Anderson with their Performing Fel-
lowship Award. Anderson has spent the last 25 years starring in the leg-
endary Esther’s Follies show in Austin, Texas. Ray is a show within a show, 
and the two blend so perfectly that they have achieved an unparalleled 
creative and commercial success stretching through the decades. It is 
nice that the AMA  recognized Anderson with their prestigious Perform-
ing Fellowship, however, if the show were in New York City, Ray would 
probably have won a couple of Tonys by now.   

Thirty-five years ago Ray Anderson performed his first guest spot at Es-
ther’s Follies in Austin, Texas. The revue was in its sixth season and on its 
way to becoming the Texas institution that it is today. Ten years after this 
debut, Ray became a full-time member of the Esther’s players. Moving 
ahead another 25 years, Anderson is now the star and creative director 
of this unique show. Ray Anderson and Esther’s Follies have created a 
90-minute show that delights audiences and receives standing ovations 
on a nightly basis. As topical and fresh as the evening news, the show 
is a mixture of political satire, sketch comedy, song, and dance; all tied 
together with some of the finest magic you will ever see.
There is really nothing else quite like it being performed in America.

Ray Anderson has hit the jackpot professionally. Every sane magician’s 
dream is to spend 25 years performing in one gig, living in the town 
you want to live in, and putting the finishing touches to a show that is 
darn nearly perfect already. As Anderson notes, “Working at Esther’s has 
allowed me not always to be looking for the next gig.” Coupled with per-
sonal, financial, commercial, and creative success, Anderson has hit the 
jackpot in his chosen profession. There is nothing random about Ray’s 
success, and his hard work and attention to detail are an object lesson to 
anyone who naively assumes that luck enters into this kind of scenario.

In 2018 when Ray was the recipient of that AMA. Fellowship Award, I was 
lucky enough to attend the awards show and its various after parties 
and watched as Ray was embraced by the elite of the magic world. For 
many years Ray has held a unique place amongst his fellow magicians; 
some people love his show, and there are people who haven’t seen him 
yet. There is no middle ground. More and more magicians realize that 
waiting for Ray to perform in Los Angeles, Las Vegas or New York is not a 
smart bet. Ray Anderson and Esther’s Follies are selling out five shows a 
week and  continue to do so for a very long time. Anderson’s reputation 
has blossomed within the magic world in recent years and resulted in a 
steady stream of magical visitors headed out to Austin to see what the 
buzz is all about. 
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Ray receiving his Performing Fellowship Award 
from Jim Steinmeyer

Ray with Shannon Sedwick in1995
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I have enjoyed watching Ray in the Esther’s Follies 
show on numerous occasions, and I love the way 
he performs both funny and brilliantly staged 
magic. Comedy, illusion, manipulation, and audi-
ence participation are all forms of magic impecca-
bly blended into Anderson’s repertoire. There is not 
a wasted word, glance or movement in Ray's show; 
everything has a purpose, and the cumulative 
effect is so entertaining that an audience settles 
down for the ride and never for a moment is their 
attention allowed to wander. Everything flows and 
carries the spectators on the crest of a wave.  

Anderson was born in the Texas town of Victoria 
just two hours from Austin and after receiving the 
customary magic set at age eight, realized that he 
was destined to be a magician. Like so many other 
American magicians he was initially inspired by the 
television shows of Mark Wilson and at a later point 
the magic specials of David Copperfield. Ray’s early 
magical performances included close-up gigs and 
restaurant shows as well as all those other gigs that 
arrive to help hone a young performer’s skills.

Anderson went on to study theater at the Univer-
sity of Texas, Austin and began to learn the theater 
skills that were eventually to become such a large 
part of his magic show. It was during this time that 
Ray made his first appearances at Esther’s Follies. 
By this time Anderson had also added a variety 
of non-magical influences from Cyd Charisse and 
Gene Kelly to Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca to his 
evolving show. Doing sets at the Follies was the 
perfect way for him to define his vision and perfect 
his craft. Even at this stage of his career Anderson 
was dedicated to the process of creating a series of 
characters who could best express his material. A 
fascinating peek into Ray’s thought process is his 
high regard for Tony Randall’s 1964 movie "7 Faces 
of Dr. Lao." While he hadn’t yet achieved it, he was 
well on his way to perfecting his own “7 Faces of 
Ray."

Upon graduating from UT with a Bachelor of Fine 
Arts in Theater and a minor in Dance, Ray briefly 
departed Texas and moved to Pittsburgh where he 
began to perform in comedy clubs such as the Fun-
ny Bone and Laugh Stop chains. However, he soon 
realized that while he wanted to be a magician, he 
was not quite as anxious to spend his life on the 
road. Ray remembers being given sage advice by 
Paul Kozak that in the comedy club world most ma-
gicians were likely to spend their careers, not only 
on the road but doing so as opening or middle 
acts. This scenario didn’t appeal at all to him, and 
he headed back to Austin where he began his 
association with Esther’s in earnest. Anderson also 
managed to do something that evades many road 
acts, when he found a soul mate in Steven Miller, 
whom he would later marry. Twenty-five years later 
their relationship is still a centerpiece in Ray’s life 
and along with his successful career is living proof 
that sometimes you can have it all.       

While introducing Ray to Y’all, I will also discuss 
Esther’s Follies which has been Anderson’s 
creative home for so many years. There is a great 
deal for an ambitious magician to learn from 
Anderson and Esther’s symbiotic showbiz suc-
cess. We live in a time where magicians invariably 
respond to the classic question, “What would 
you really like to do in magic?” by saying, “I want 
to find a theater and present my own show.” 
Ray was way ahead of the game and has helped 
create the unique showroom and performance 
environment that has become integral to the 
success of the show. You don’t have a show run 
for 40 plus years without getting something 
right, and that unique synergy between Ray 
Anderson and Esther’s Follies is worth examining 
closely. 

Esther’s Follies first came into being on April 
Fool's Day in 1977 and was the brainchild of Mi-
chael Shelton and Shannon Sedwick. This multi-
talented couple founded the enterprise and con-
tinued as producers and have launched many 
illustrious careers over the years. Shannon still 
performs in the show and is a highlight in the 
production every night. The physical showroom 
has been housed in several locations on Austin’s 
vibrant 6th Street. Not all of these locations were 
as prestigious as their current location at 525 E. 
6th Street but one thing has remained constant, 
and that is the steady stream of customers who 
line up outside the theater to catch this modern 
style revue.

The “Esther” of Esther’s Follies is a tip of the 
hat to the show’s over the top choreography 
dedicated to aquatic movie icon Esther Wil-
liams. This kitschy trademark has remained a 
constant feature in all their various productions. 
The lighting, direction, choreography and live 
music add greatly to the proceedings and in a 
low key but meticulous manner. One important 
hallmark feature in any Esther’s production is the 
way that the huge picture windows behind the 
stage can be “uncurtained” to open up to include 
the steady stream of street life on Austin’s most 
famous thoroughfare. Passersby are often hilari-
ously involved with the onstage antics. Even 
with a show that evolves on a constant basis, this 
unplanned interaction helps ensure that no two 
shows unroll predictably.

Watching Esther’s is rather like viewing a 
mountain stream, you are observing something 
that, while it maintains much the same form, is 
never actually the same. At several points in the 
production, the action even spills out from the 
theater itself and moves onto the street. This 
might be the right moment to go to https://you-
tu.be/BMrWSjF_KXI and watch the short “sizzle 
reel” that Ray put together for his recent Magic 
Live talk. The clip gives you a better idea of this 
unique performing environment and the way 
the production incorporates them into the show.   
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COMEDY, AMAZEMENT, AND ROMANCE ARE COMBINED INTO ANDERSON'S MULTIFACETED PERFORMANCE.

When Anderson returned to Austin, he 
had a clear vision of the way he wanted 
to present his various segments, and the 
magic he wanted to incorporate into 
each of his developing personas. Within 
the framework of Esther’s freewheeling, 
but deceptively disciplined show, Ray 
was given the organic space and encour-
agement to create something radically 
different from almost anything else 
happening in the magic world. Another 
fantastic boost to his creative develop-
ment was the fact that the gifted team 
of players he worked with in Esther’s Fol-
lies acted as a pool of talent happy to be 
incorporated into his magical vignettes.

Anderson makes the incredibly valid 
point that frequently illusionists limit 
the ceiling of their performance with the 
practice of choosing assistants whose 
primary skills encompass dance. He feels 
that a background in acting and comedy 
in addition to dance make for a mix that 
brings a lot more to the table in the role. 
Ray’s respect for his onstage partners is 
not just expressed in the words he uses, 
but even more implicitly in the care, he 
takes in creating an onstage scenario 
that gives correct direction and motiva-
tion to both performances.

While everyone in the Esther’s cast is 
likely to be involved in the magical 
staging, Ray is exceptionally quick to 
acknowledge the contribution of his 
various specific magic partners over 
the years; Angela Rovetto, Cindy Wood 
and Mary Lang. However, it is Ellana 
Kelter who has been gracing the stage 
with Ray for the last ten years. Ellana 
is an exceptional performer whose 
versatility and contribution to the show 
is enormous; the subtle and power-
ful dynamics that Ellana contributes 
to Ray’s performance are a delight to 
observe. Their partnership onstage is 
beautifully developed and instantly 
establish a relationship that is both pal-
pable and visceral to their audiences. 
Having watched magic shows for over 
50 years, I consider Ms. Kelter to be in 
the very top-league at what she does.

In a recent interview I asked Anderson; 
“What was the first major influence on 
your magical style?” I was expecting 
one of the standard responses; “Houdi-
ni, Copperfield or Angel,” depending 
on the age of the interviewee. Without 
any hesitation, upon being asked this 
question, Ray replied, “Bette Midler’s 

Part of the Esther’s cast.

PHOTOS BELOW: “Working With 6th Street…”
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COMEDY, AMAZEMENT, AND ROMANCE ARE COMBINED INTO ANDERSON'S MULTIFACETED PERFORMANCE.
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RAY HAS MASTERED THE ART OF BEING THEATRICAL WITHOUT LOSING THE 
ABILITY TO REMAIN GENUINE.  

Divine Madness concert movie.” This illuminat-
ing answer makes a great deal of sense when 
you note the precision with which Anderson 
has crafted the personas that he uses within 
the magical vignettes.

Comedy, amazement, and romance are 
combined into Anderson's multifaceted per-
formance. Ray has mastered the art of being 
theatrical without losing the ability to remain 
genuine. Just like Ms. Midler, he can move 
from the outrageous to the touching without 
missing a beat. The journey on which Anderson 
takes his audience is carefully devised, and I 
would now like to take the time to share some 
of the details.

The show at Esther’s runs for approximately 
90-minutes, with about one-third of that time 
explicitly featuring Anderson’s magic. That 
thirty minutes of stage time divides into about 
eight short segments. With the myriad costume 
and scenery changes involved in the show, not 
only do Ray’s portions provide continuity to 
the proceedings, but they also allow the com-
pany enough time to take care of wardrobe/
makeup requirements. As magical mastermind 
and icon, Jim Steinmeyer eloquently observed 
when discussing Esther’s Follies; “The magic 
provides the spine of the show — it gives 
legitimacy to the production.” In a show filled 
with a cast of multi-talented performers, 
who are often unrecognizable from sketch to 
sketch, Ray provides a consistent presence that 
acts as a focus and anchor for the audience’s 
attention.

With five shows presented in three days, it 
might appear to an outsider that Esther’s is a 
pleasantly undemanding work week. Put that 
idea away immediately! One of the reasons 
that Esther’s has achieved its amazing longev-
ity rests squarely on the fact that when not 
physically performing, the remainder of the 
team’s week is filled with writing sessions, re-
hearsals, creating/recording music and numer-
ous other projects. Given the non-stop updates 
and evolution in the show, all this weekly 
rehearsal, and attention to detail is required to 
maintain the quality and precision that their 
audiences have come to expect.

PHOTO: Angela Sardina & Amazing  Frank
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I am not going to attempt to 
summarize the integral parts of 
the Esther’s Follies performance 
that make it so unique. The show 
is sparkling, fresh and moves at a 
pace that defies description. There 
is no other show that is quite like 
Esther’s, although its closest kin 
must be the venerable Beach 
Blanket Babylon, that also opened 
in the 1970s in San Francisco. 
Esther’s is also often compared to 
Saturday Night Live, and several 
of their cast members have ended 
up as SNL regulars.

I want to concentrate on the way 
Anderson uses his various seg-
ments to enrich the proceedings. 
There is no question in my mind 
that many of his vignettes could 
be enlarged into a full-length 
show, but here they are stripped 
to the bone almost like short 
excursions into magical decon-
struction. The sharp editing keeps 
the action as tight as a drum. 
Many magicians seem obsessed 
with how much time they can get 
out of each element in their show. 
Anderson elegantly demonstrates 
the timeless showbiz wisdom that 
less can be immeasurably more 
when it comes to show business.

To keep this intricate jigsaw puzzle of a production running like 
clockwork, the onstage role that Anderson fills is a vital one. His 
timing has to be as precise as a slide rule to keep things running 
smoothly. When it takes your cast precisely three minutes to 
change costumes, it is a theatrical disaster of Titanic like propor-
tion if you only perform a two and a half minute set to allow 
them to accomplish this!

Before the formal opening of Esther’s Follies is a short segment 
that kicks the show off with a roaring start. The audience is 
entertained with a piano-backed comedy vocal segment that 
sets up some of the themes in the show. This segment focuses 
the crowd, warms them up and starts the party rolling. Before 
you know it, the show begins in earnest with the cast present-

Ray accepting his AMA 
award.

Ray with Nathalie Holmes.
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ing a ten-minute high energy combination 
of song, dance, and political satire. While the 
applause starts to fade Ray makes his first 
appearance through the audience in a robot 
style character who instantly establishes a 
powerful comedic bond with the audience. 
This segment is the one that Ray has per-
formed for the longest time in the show and 
is a powerful entirely non-magic sequence. 
In a matter of seconds, the audience is in 
the palm of his hand. Following the show’s 
laugh a minute opening, it is essential to 
Anderson that he opens with a comedy 
sequel that establishes legitimate comedic 
credentials fully on a par with his colleagues. 
After all those laughs as a human robot, the 
first surprise to an audience is that they next 
meet Ray and realize that he is actually a 
magician.

The next time the Esther’s audience see 
Anderson onstage, he is performing a 
spectacular full-scale and hard hitting magic 
illusion. Once he established his comedic 
credentials in the show, it is time to let the 
audience realize that they are watching a 
word class illusionist. The illusion featured 
in this position in the show has changed 
many times over the years and is currently 
a fire filled presentation of the Pole Levita-
tion. Like all the other illusions featured in 
the show part of the audience's amazement 
is that an effect so obviously designed for a 
large theater is being performed just inches 
from those seated in the front row of the 
audience. 

The third of Anderson’s segments is a 
beautifully choreographed presentation of 
the Eclipse illusion. The first surprise to the 

audience is when this huge prop is lowered 
down onto the stage from an unlikely over-
head fly loft. When it has arrived the illusion 
seems to fill the working area entirely. The 
scene is literally set for something special, 
and in this following sequence, Ray and 
Ellana create a romantic mood and establish 
their relationship in a much more tangible 
manner. The effect also subtly places Ellana 
more deliberately into the center of the 
action both physically and emotionally. 
While Eclipse is every bit as spectacular as 
their opening effect, these nuances draw 
the audience more deeply into the relation-
ship that fuels the physical mechanics of the 
illusion.

Anderson utilizes his fourth appearance to 
incorporate an audience member into the 
onstage action. During this segment, the 
action even extends beyond the stage and 
onto the sidewalk behind those picture 
windows at the back of the stage. In this 
segment, the audience is also made aware 
of Anderson’s verbal and improvisational 
skills in comedy.
Over the years I have written extensively 
about the need to eliminate unnecessary 
words and actions that dilute the impact of 
comedy on an audience. If I had to choose a 
single example of how this principle works 
in practice; it would be Ray performing this 
routine. There is not a wasted word or move-
ment during this segment, the comedy and 
magic build into a polished gem of audience 
participation.
 It is worth mentioning that while mining 
the audience assistant’s reactions to the 
maximum, the volunteer is never at any 
point embarrassed and at the conclusion, 
his reward is a skillfully engineered ova-
tion for his participation. This is a textbook 
example of how to endear yourself to an 
audience and successfully break the fourth 

Ray with part of his poster collection

Ray with the ladies of “Esther’s”
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wall. Following this high-energy 
segment is a short splashy routine 
by the entire company that closes 
the first half of the show on a note so 
high that it could startle a dog!

Anderson’s first appearance in the 
second half of the show features his 
virtuoso performance of the Dancing 
Cane. For two minutes the audience 
is aware that Ray doesn’t need props, 
assistants or anything else to prove 
his skill as a magician. By taking a 
minimalistic approach, the audience 
is reminded that the magic stems 
from the magician himself. Elegant 
and technically brilliant the routine 
reminds the crowd that pure manip-
ulative magic can be just as sexy, ef-
fective and visually exciting as larger 
feats. To me, this excursion into pure 
magic is like the sorbet course that 
cleanses the diner’s palette during a 
long and fancy dinner.

Anderson is currently perfecting a 
Walking Through A Mirror illusion, 
and eventually, he will move the 
Dancing Cane into the first half of 
the show. The new mirror illusion 
has been in the works for some 
time and features a storyline that is 
very appropriate with its use of an 
iconic Austin landmark to custom-
ize the effect. One of the things you 
immediately notice in Ray’s show is 
that there is never a trick or illusion 
that looks like it started its life in 
a magic catalog. Little details and 
touches are added to every effect 
until they are each individualized as 
different extensions of Anderson’s 
own personality. Ray is particularly 
adept at adding that final “button” or 
“bow” that caps an effect and turns 
applause into cheers. He is also very 
aware of the importance of the “dis-
mount” at the end of an illusion, and 

that these are the details that can make, 
break or negate an illusion show.

The next magic sequence in the show 
is The Claw. This is an illusion which is 
a part situation comedy, part dramatic 
escape and then ultimately a very cool 
transposition. The Claw contains an 
intrinsic element of danger which adds 
yet another texture to the audience re-
action. The illusion ends with Anderson 
zip-lining onstage from the back of the 
theater. If you are keeping track, you'll 
notice that so far within his performance 
he has not just been featured onstage, 
but also within the audience, behind 
them, and flying above them. If there are 
any other ways of engulfing the audi-
ence in your magic, I don’t know about 
them.

The next appearance Anderson makes 
is in the guise of his most famous alter 
ego, the one, and only Amazing Frank. 
Frank is the wildest and funniest magi-
cian that has ever been allowed onstage. 
He is a temperamental, obnoxious, 
sleazy, self-obsessed caricature of an illu-
sionist. Amazing Frank is adorned in the 
tackiest costume this side of a third-rate 
revue show in downtown Tijuana. He is 
graced with an elaborate codpiece that 
is as big as his ego. That codpiece gradu-
ally, and in defiance of laws of gravity 
and nature, migrates around his body, to 
the hysterics of the audience. Between 
fighting with his codpiece and his as-
sistant, The Amazing One also performs 
a very cool “stretching” illusion. However, 
if you are focusing on the effect rather 
than Frank, then I am guessing you are 
almost certainly a magician.

Anderson observes; “I could never get 
away with Amazing Frank if the audi-
ence hadn’t already got to know me a 
little!” At this junction of the show, the 
audience must really know Ray be-
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Steven Miller and Ray Anderson

 Live Onstage
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"RAY PACKS A LIFETIME OF SHOW BUSINESS 
SAVVY AND MAGICAL KNOWLEDGE INTO HIS HALF 
AN HOUR STAGE TIME."

cause Frank is one glorious riot of laughter. An audience 
favorite over the years, Ray tells me that Amazing Frank 
had his early genesis in Bette Midler’s memorable saloon 
singing character Delores Delago; yet another reason to 
thank the Divine One.

Anderson’s final illusion is “Wet,” one of his signature 
pieces. This effect is such a highlight it remains almost 
impossible to replace in the show without disappoint-
ing regulars. In this sequence, Ray and Ellana perform 
a delightful variation on the timelessly classic Fountain 
Levitation. I hear you say, “How can you present an illu-
sion like that on a stage the size of a large living room 
with the audience only a few feet away?” Ray’s answer is 
simple and sweet, both of the performers stand inside a 
large plastic paddling pool onstage. If this sounds like the 
basis for another comedy bit, then put that thought right 
out of your head. The levitation is by turns playful, grace-
ful and an amazing piece of magic. Almost as miraculous 
as the trick itself is the way the various props and liquids 
are struck; which is just as well because after “Wet” is a 
totally wacky and crazed show finale that leads directly 
into the final bows.

With no repetition in either the content or methods of his 
repertoire, Ray packs a lifetime of show business savvy 
and magical knowledge into his half an hour stage time. 
Even more impressively is that while doing so he blends 
it so perfectly into the weave and fabric of Esther’s Follies 
that it becomes a seamless entity. All those magicians 
who have now decided that they want to mount their 
own show in a theater somewhere might want to study 
the way that Anderson and Esther’s Follies have com-
bined forces to achieve a show that is still packing out 
houses after 40 plus years. 

If I sound like I am enthusiastic about Mr. Anderson, that 
indeed is the case, and I am extraordinarily biased having 
enjoyed his show in person. If you haven’t already en-
joyed the Ray Anderson/Esther’s Follies experience take 
my tip and join the steady stream of magicians flying out 
to Texas to see how well magic can be performed. In ad-
dition to seeing Ray’s show, while you are in Austin, you 
can also eat great barbecue, drink some Tito’s Handmade 
Vodka and listen to some seriously cool music.
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Jean Fare

Jean Faré, the magician who lived in 
Longny-les-Villages, le Perche For 30 
years, Jean Faré magic has amazed 
thousands of spectators. He died on July 
25, 2018 in le Perche, after an amazing 
career. 

August 29, 2018

Jean Faré specialized in the art of close-
up magic. For decades, he baffled his 
restaurant, casino and cabarets audi-
ences with table magic performed right 
in front their eyes. 

Jean passed away at a hospital in Mor-
tagne-au-Perche (Orne), and was buried 
on July 27 in Nonancourt (Eure).

We met with him last May in his house. 
The ubiquitous sight of playing cards 
in every room made it plain we had en-
tered the home of a true magician, and 
what a magician! To this day, Jean Faré is 
considered one of France’s premier card 
men, his legacy fondly remembered by 
legions of French fans. On the internet, 
magic enthusiasts still recommend his 
series of card tricks and his sponge ball 
trick, "one of the rare French language 
ones available.”

A Student of Ed Marlo
Faré may have had a bit of luck. In the 70s, his job as a 
flight attendant meant he could travel regularly to Los 
Angeles, Chicago and the Magic Castle in Hollywood: 
The Mecca of the magic world. There, he rubbed shoul-
ders with great masters of the time. For a man who had 
initially thought of magic as no more than a fascinating 
hobby, Faré had already risen above his dreams. Many 
of the legendary magicians he befriended, like Earl 
Nelson, Jim Patton, Allen Okawa (from Hawaii), Michael 
Skinner and Ron Wilson, visited him at his family home 
in Tahiti. Ron Wilson said that “amid a sea of published 
materials, his ability to discern what makes great magic 
shone through in his superior work” (Genii magazine, 
November 1976). He continued his regular transatlan-
tic journeys until 1984, when he settled in the United 
States for a year, working as a bartender and magician 
in Los Angeles.

It was around this time he met the famous Ed Marlo 
and become his pupil. For Paré, Marlo was the best: “He 
thought magic the way it should be thought.” Marlo, 
who invented over 2,000 card tricks over his career, is 
considered among America’s greatest card magicians.

Faré also produced his mentors’ Ultimate Marlo series, 
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released on VHS between 1995 and 1998. 
The series, highlighting the work of a 
great technician, “was a huge event for 
French card magicians, and the privilege 
of seeing Edward Marlo himself demon-
strating and explaining his own tech-
niques and routines was groundbreaking.” 
The historical footage has since been 
reissued on DVD.

From close-up magic to the stage
But before all that, Jean Faré was just an 
amateur magician, flaunting not only his 
card tricks, but also his coin, sponge-ball, 
rings and common objects illusions. Only 
upon returning to France, in 1986, did he 
ultimately become a professional magi-
cian. Initially, he specialized in proximity 
magic, or “close-ups”. At Paris cocktails, 
dinners and receptions, he would mingle 
with guests and perform tricks. “It was the 
dawn of this kind of approach in France” 
observed Faré.

He took his act to Versailles, across Europe 
(Belgium, Spain, Switzerland, Portu-
gal, Morocco) and even Dubai. He was 
also a staple in Monte Carlo where he 
performed every month for ten years. In 
1992, he won the Colombe d'Or Close-up 
prize in Juan-les-Pins (Alpes-Maritimes).

Around the same time, he began devel-
oping taste for the stage. “I often found 
myself alone on stage at the end of the 
performance” he recalled.
For thirteen years, he filled his book with 
nighttime shows in Paris cabarets (le Don 
Camilo, la Rôtisserie de l’abbaye, l’Orée 
du bois, Chez ma cousine, le Pénitencier) 
while moonlighting in the role of Pan-
oramix at Parc Astérix during the day and 
hosting magic shows parties in the theme 

park. Though infrequent, his children's 
shows at the Théâtre Saint-Georges and 
Musée Grévin were also huge draws.

“No room for mistake”
One day, he decided to end his career, 
unsatisfied by a recent performance. “The 
audience didn’t see anything, but it felt like 
it was time to stop. Magic is a live show. It's 
hard. We do not have the luxury to make 
mistakes.”

Even after he stopped performing, Jean 
Faré continued practicing his routine, so as 
to “not to lose the hand.” He had forgotten 
his lines, his moves lacked assurance, but 
watching him handle cards at his home in 
Longny-les-Villages (Orne) offered many 
glimpses of the mastery he possessed in 
his prime.

In 2002, he moved into le Perche. He 
performed shows around Normandy, in 
Mortagne-au-Perche, Alençon, L'Aigle, 
Longny-au-Perche, Rémalard, Beaulieu, and 
was a revered figure amongst Longny-
cian children who flocked to his Christmas 
shows at Longny’s town hall, until 2014, 
and with the adults who attended his De-
cember 2012 evening of magic at the “Tiny 
Bistrot of the Wolves” in Longny-au-Perche 
(Orne) in December 2012. (© Archives Le 
Perche)

Through conferences, workshops, dem-
onstrations, explanations, video produc-
tions, Jean Faré undoubtedly did his best 
to “spread the magic”. And, he turned his 
hobby into his life’s work. 
“There aren’t that many stage shows, there 
are now mostly close-up acts, and fewer 
cabarets because many have closed. I was 
fortunate to see the end of the golden age 

of magic” he reminisced.

His advice for interested beginners? “Get a 
teacher, but you need to find a good one. 
The videos are good, but will never replace 
a real magician.” 

Hats off to a great artist.

Jean Fare'  –
 a Remembrance 

by Bob Fitch

Ah Jean, it was much too soon for you to 
leave. You still had to teach me your side 
steal!

There was so much soul in you. So much 
magic and kindness, not to be forgotten.  

I remember so vividly the times Pauline 
and I spent with you and Brigitte Suf-
frin. From when I first met you at the daily 
magic luncheon meeting in the Edison 
Coffee Shop in New York City and alleg-
edly fooled you, after your initial "Show me 
something!", as you so graciously allowed 
me to believe.

From there to our trips to Paris, where you 
booked me for lectures and translated for 
my TopitDVD there. Our trip to Normandy 
to see vestiges of the Second WWII inva-
sion and our shared trips to the Bob & 
Paulette Friedman's at their Anguilla Island 
Mansion. Then your showing me off at 
the French Exposition and meeting your 
great magical pals, Nourdine le Magicienne 
& Frederic Masschelein, both of whom, 
including Ivan Laplaud,  who have sent 
these French Articles of his passing for this 
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"THE AUDIENCE WAS LAUGHING AND CLAPPING, 
ENDING IN A STANDING OVATION."

for a place in the limelight with a persistent, 

resourceful chicken."

Much to my delight I had also managed to 

see this act. I was appointed as one of the 

judges in the close up competition, but fol-

lowed as much of the stage competition as 

my schedule with judging and jury delibera-

tions allowed.

I was very happy to notice that Nathalie 

Romier who won the French Championships 

with this act three years earlier got equally 

big reactions 5600 miles from home. The 

audience was laughing and clapping, ending 

in a standing ovation. The next day she also 

got a big round of applause when she was 

awarded second prize in the category 

Comedy Magic. No first prize was award-

ed in this category.

Nathalie Romier was from quite a young 

age predestined to become an artist, 

but if somebody would have told her 

that one day she would be one of the 

winners at the most prestigious magic 

competition in the world, she would have 

opened her big eyes wider, shook her 

head and burst into laughter.

Nathalie started her career on stage as a 

singer; in fact she still can’t live without 

music and singing. When we met again 

in the autumn at the convention Magic 

Weekend in the south of Sweden she 

told me that singing is her natural happy 

state. She sings wherever she is, wherever 

she goes. She always has a melody in her 

head and a song in her heart. Nathalie 

has what you would call a good ear for 

music as she can easily pick up on details 

such as pitches, timbre, harmony, rhythm 

etc. She loves – and performs – the iconic 

French songs made immortal by Edith 

Piaf, Barbara and Charles Aznavour. In her 

cabaret shows Nathalie was changing 

outfits between songs to better imper-

sonate Piaf, Barbara and others.

About 15 years ago she crossed paths on 

stage with a world renowned very artistic 

and creative French performer, Jérôme 

Murat. He saw a much bigger poten-

tial in the talented singer. Why not for 

example change dresses, outfits quicker 

using principles applied in magic? In the 

beginning the process to construct quick 

change costumes was a labour of trial 

and error. It takes time to come up with a 
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design that works, and it takes time to test 

different fabrics. A quick change on stage 

has to work 100 per cent of the time, it has 

to be fool proof and it has to be quick! She 

smiles when she remembers a time in the 

beginning when she showed a video of her 

costume changes to her family: “Look how 

fast I am”. Well, in reality it really was not 

fast at all, yet.  A big challenge in Nathalie´s 

case was also that the changes had to be 

operated by her. There would be no part-

ner at hand to hold up a screen or a hoop 

or to throw a bag of confetti at the crucial 

moment.

However, Jérôme Murat had ideas for more 

than a quick change. Staging was needed, 

and a stage character had to be defined. 

Nathalie has a bubbly, cheerful personality, 

so to be more of a comedian would suit 

her. The act was nice, but something was 

lacking. The act needed more… A running 

gag of some sort…  “How about an obtru-

sive chicken?” asked Jérôme one day. 

A chicken to spice up an act might sound 

like a long shot, but oh, did it work!!! The 

chicken became the missing ingredient 

causing problems and creating conflict 

and drama. This is how most movie plots 

work. Without a conflict of some sort the 

story does not get a hook. Nathalie plays 

a singer with a small theatre dreaming of 

her own show singing all the epic French 

songs that she has on her repertoire. Every 

step she takes, every note she sings she 

is followed by a resourceful chicken with 

even bigger dreams who wants to take her 

place. In her act Nathalie has a lot on her 

plate; she sings live, she changes costumes, 

she fights with the chicken till feathers are 

flying everywhere and her own dress gets 

trashed by the resilient bird. It is high ener-

gy, it is hilarious and very, very entertain-

ing! If you have not had an opportunity to 

see the act yet, I will not spoil it by telling 

who is winning at the end – Nathalie or the 

ambitious chicken. 

I asked for the chicken’s name. She is of 

course also French and she is called La 

Poule Mistinguett. We never talked about 

it but I do think it is no coincidence that 

he chicken has the same stage name – 

Mistinguett – as a very successful actress 

and singer who was one of her nation’s 

best-known entertainers almost 100 years 

ago. The chicken knows her showbiz and 

she aspires to sing on all the big stages.

For a long time Nathalie was feeling that 

she was working so extremely hard on 

her act, but it was never good enough. 
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Finally all the hard work developing the act, the character, and the 

comedy payed off in 2015 when she became the first woman to 

be awarded the Grand Prix in the French Championships. I asked 

her what it meant to her to be the first woman. She replied that of 

course it was good for her personal career as it led to several TV-in-

terviews. But she was also quick to point out that she feels it is 

important for all female performers, especially young girls. - We all 

need more female role models, says Nathalie Romier. I can confirm 

that Nathalie is a very sympathetic, down to earth role model and 

a person that doesn’t take herself too serious. To see the humour 

in life is important to her, not only on stage. – It is also important 

to take a step back and look at yourself and your life from a wider 

perspective, says Nathalie and looks thoughtful. – And everything 

gets better with a song, she adds and her eyes twinkles. 

Nathalie is a warm person, and she bridges the gap from the stage 

to the audience. – To perform is to communicate and transmit 

emotions, explains Nathalie. “It can be different kinds of emotions, 

but you have to connect. On stage, I give my all to the audience. 

There is no other way.”

At the 27th FISM World Championships of Magic Nathalie Romier 

really connected to the audience in her struggle with her feath-

ered antagonist. We all rooted for her when the chicken tried all 

kinds of foul play to steal the limelight. When Nathalie was called 

on stage in the awards ceremony to receive her trophy, she got 

another unmistakable proof of the result of her hard work and 

focus on her art.

Christina Nyman is originally from Stockholm, Sweden and resides in 
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. President of Magica Club Lëtze-
buerg. President of the Swedish Magic Circle and editor of the Circle’s 
magazine. Lifetime member of the Swedish Magic Academy. Member 
of the FISM Europe Executive Board. Official FISM-judge.
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gigs or performing. I did about twenty shows a year as a magician.

Let’s fast forward to 2005. The band took a 4-month break from 

touring. During that time, I had no income. This was highly moti-

vating to say the least. I did everything I could do to make money. 

I started a few local bands and started teaching guitar and piano 

lessons locally. I also started trying to get as many magic gigs as 

possible. I was making pretty good money between the three 

businesses. Before I knew it, I was making the same amount of 

money as I was when I was touring. I was satisfied with my income 

and I quit the touring band. I didn’t realize at the time though that 

I would become complacent. I only thought about the money and 

didn’t think about my state of mind.

By 2008, I absolutely hated my job. I couldn’t stand teaching 

because no students took things as seriously as I did when I was 

a student. The music scene in Albany, NY was a complete joke 

compared to what I had experienced on the road touring with 

national acts. I could make 2k in a week with a national band. With 

a local band, I’d fight to get $200. This meant I had to constantly 

book dates to keep up. I was miserable. I was doing so many gigs 

and teaching so many students that I didn’t have much time left 

for magic gigs. My career in music was holding back my career in 

magic.

In 2009, I decided I needed a way out and I began writing my first 

book, Confident Deceptions. I also decided that rather than wait-

ing for magic gigs to come to me, I’d go out and get these gigs. I 

just needed to hustle. I didn’t have the income to quit my job yet, 

but I put a plan in place. I began contacting venues and putting 

myself out there. All it took was the drive, ambition and sending a 

few emails. I stopped thinking about writing a book, and actually 

started writing one. The work was always there, I now had much 

more motivation to go get it.

By 2013, I had released my first book and I was working enough 

card magic gigs to support myself. I did the math and realized that 

I had enough income to support myself for 6 months. However, 
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“ASK YOURSELF, ARE YOU MISERABLE AT YOUR 
JOB? DO YOU HAVE THE CHOPS AND WISH THAT 
YOU COULD BE A PROFESSIONAL MAGICIAN? IF 
YOU DON’T TAKE THAT LEAP OF FAITH AND TRUST 
YOUR TALENT, YOU’LL BE STUCK AT THAT JOB YOU 
HATE FOREVER.

the income from music was still consuming 

too much of my time. It was holding me back 

from booking magic gigs. I took the leap and 

magic became my sole source of income. I no 

longer relied on teaching or music gigs to pay 

the bills. I didn’t have a rich family I could fall 

back on. I wasn’t in a relationship where I could 

rely on my significant other to help pay the bills 

if I didn’t make it. This was a legitimate leap of 

faith. Of course, after I made the jump, I realized 

that I should have made it sooner. All the 

worry was unnecessary. I had income from the 

new book, income from new magic students, 

and of course money from a wide variety of 

magic gigs I was doing. After the jump, I only 

worked harder to get more gigs. It all worked 

out because I had more time to devote to my 

new business without music students and gigs 

holding me back. And, I was much happier!

The reason I felt confident about making the 

jump was that I had made it so many times in 

my life. Every time I noticed the same thing. Be-

fore you do it, you’re nervous as hell. Then you 

take the leap and realize everything’s going to 

be fine. It’s not like I would have committed to 

making a living with magic and then given up 

after one gig falls through. You just work and 

hustle harder when you lose an opportunity.

Anyway, it’s almost 2019 and I’ve got gigs 

booked all the way to the middle of next year. I 

make my living from lectures and conventions, 

selling my lecture notes and books, corporate 

gigs, private parties, weddings, trade shows, 

theater shows, you name it…

Ask yourself, are you miserable at your job? Do 

you have the chops and wish that you could 

be a professional magician? If you don’t take 

that leap of faith and trust your talent, you’ll be 

stuck at that job you hate forever. You only get 

one shot at life. So why not spend it doing what 

you love and make a good living while you’re at 

it? I did and you can to. The secret is to believe 

in yourself and know that you’ll make it work. 

Take calculated risks, have a set plan, commit, 

and then jump.

Now that I have your attention: 25% off large 

close-up mats!
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As early as the age of eight, Jeffrey 

Day became aware of MAGIC.  Jeffrey

could not believe that anyone could 

merely acquire this gift simply by

reading a book on magic or talk to 

someone who was a magician.  It's 

more

than just a skill.  It has taken him over 

forty-five years to get to this level of 

clarity and awareness about magic 

where he can share what he has 

learned.

Since his childhood, magic has held 

a certain fascination that he cannot 

JEFFREY DAY: 
19TH CENTURY 
CONJUROR
BY KATHY KALAGIAS 

fully explain with mere words.  He 

just knows that he cannot live a full, 

colorful life without it.He started performing when he was 

seven years old singing in a boy choir 

in Dyersburg, Tennessee. It was a 

family tradition on Sunday evenings 

to watch the Ed Sullivan Show.  There 

Jeffrey saw many jugglers, acrobats, 

and magicians.  “I couldn’t believe 

how a magician could possibly 

pull several dozen fully lit light 

bulbs all strung together out of his 

mouth!  That image stuck with me 

for many years.”   He saw his first live 

performance of magic around the 

same time.  That magician was Hans 

Moretti, from the Ukraine.  It wasn’t 

until many years later did he find out 

that this magician was well known 

around the world.  Moretti came to 

Jeffrey's elementary school in Dyers-

burg, Tennessee and did a full hour 

of the most amazing magic he had 

ever seen.  Jeffrey snuck backstage 

and begged the magician to please 

show him one more trick.  Hans was 

delighted to hear that Jeffrey hadn’t 

asked to be shown how that trick 

worked, but rather, Jeffrey wanted to 

just see Moretti do one more trick.  

Hans showed Jeffrey one more trick, 

then he taught it to him!  It was the 

old "nickel-from-behind-the-ear" 

trick.  Hans said in a thick Eastern-Eu-

ropean accent, "Do not show anyone 

until you have practiced in mirror, 

and that you can fool yourself."  Jef-

frey promised him he would do what 
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ni's "La Boheme".  Jeffrey is the current president of Ring16 of The 

International Brotherhood of Magicians in Memphis, Tennessee.  

The members meet at The Memphis Botanic Gardens on the first 

Tuesday of each month.  They have a special meeting in November 

that includes a magic contest, known as the SMMURFFF competi-

tion (Society of Memphis Magicians Unique Reward For Finishing 

First).  It began in the early eighties.  Jeffrey has consecutively won 

the competition the last four years.  Jeffrey also started a local 

"Magic Jam" for those magicians who are currently working on

routines for upcoming shows.  In addition to the magic jams, Day 

hosts a card throwing competition which includes several chal-

lenges, such as distance, accuracy, height, and force.

These days, he is frequently performing at the Woodruff-Fontaine 

House Museum, built in 1871, in Memphis, Tennessee.   It is a 

fully restored mansion in the heart of the Victorian Village near 

downtown Memphis.  The type of magic that Jeffrey performs is 

in the style of the Victorian Period.   “This mansion was built in a 

time of great change.  It also was there during the deadly Yellow 

Fever Epidemic, but it still holds vivid memories of the family that 

lived there.”   Day says, “As soon as I step inside, I can sense that I 

have been transported back to the 19th century.  Magic suddenly 

becomes real.”  The name of Houdini conjures up familiarity with 

most everyone.  But names from that era of magic, such as Howard 

Thurston, Alexander Hermann, John Nevil Maskelyn, and Johann 

Nepamuk Hofzinser are most certainly unfamiliar names, at least 

to laypeople. This period in magic is what Day refers to as, "The 

Golden Age of Magic".   “The world was changing during that time”, 

Day says.  “These aforementioned performers were most certainly 

game-changers.  Their magical performances are legend among 

those who proudly call themselves ‘magician’.  I have taken on 

the task of studying, learning skills, and presenting magic in the 

language of the period, and making sure that audiences feel that 

they have visited the 19th century.  It’s something they’ll long 

remember.”

About ten years ago Day discovered some hidden magic that was 

buried in books and manuscripts from the 19th century.  These 

magical effects haven't been seen in over a hundred years and he 

knew that this was something special.  Jeffrey started working on 

them and developed a show called, "The Mesmerist", that is based 

on the 19th century magicians and these beautiful, yet baffling, 

effects created by "conjurors" from the Victorian period.

“I believe that these effects should be preserved.  It's something 

that most people, including modern magicians, haven't seen ... 

until now.”
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Jeff christensen

A look at education and magic from teacher and magician 
Jeff Christensen. This article looks at Jeff's search for 
combining education and magic to make an entertaining 
and meaningful performance.

IS 
MAGIC

EDUCATION
“Magic, by its ability to capture the imagination, can

                         change the world.”     Cyril the Resourcerer

“Scared Scriptless”
Do you like to perform your magic in the 
moment without having a real script?  Or 
maybe you perform your magic using 
the professional scripting that came with 
the effect you purchased.  It’s probably 
likely the case that you fall somewhere in 
between these two extremes.  Perhaps you 
might even be “Scared Scriptless” and are 
unable to create effective scripts for the 
magic you perform.  In this article I’d like 
to share some of the experiences that I’ve 
had with finding, creating and refining the 
scripts that I’ve discovered and use in my 
professional performances.

I think that there’s a natural progression for 
magicians as they grow and develop in the 
art of magic.  Perhaps, being unsure of what 
to say, you start by providing a running nar-
rative of what’s happening as you perform 
a trick.  Maybe along the way you find the 
opportunity (or not) to tell a joke or make 
a funny observation.  If this is the case then 
this is your script and it may work well or 
you may fall flat on your face.  Over the years 
I’ve had the wonderful opportunity to see 
many great magicians and the one thing that 
almost all of them have in common is…a 
script. 

"For Eugene writing meant rewriting 

and he would often spend weeks 

even years searching for just the 

perfect opening and closing lines 

which he found to be the most 

challenging."

Photo By Sheryl Ann Garrett

When I was young magician growing up in Vancouver, 
Canada I used to literally follow the amazing card magi-
cian Martin Nash wherever he would perform.  He would 
constantly admonish and remind me “…the front row is for 
adults only.”  I loved Martin’s work, his character and of course 
his amazing talent with a deck of cards.  Over many years 
I didn’t have the opportunity to see Martin perform and 
when he was scheduled to lecture locally I looked forward 
to attending.  He still had the touch and as he performed I 
found myself almost mouthing the words to his script it was 
so ingrained in me! 

Several years ago I found myself wanting to create profes-
sional scripts for the pieces I was performing.   They say that 
when the student is ready the master will present himself.  
It was then that I began working and studying privately 
with Eugene Burger.  Anyone who’s had the opportunity to 
see Eugene present his work will understand what I mean 
when I say that Eugene Burger was a master wordsmith.  His 
scripts were inspiring and his delivery…flawless and simply 
unforgettable. Eugene would often share passionately about 
having a script and the fascinating and important questions 
one could then ask.  With a script we can consider the timing, 
which words to emphasize and even where to put the paus-
es.  And really, without a script how can you actually rehearse 
and prepare for a show? Obviously that’s simply not possible 
and so without a script a magician enters any show highly 
unprepared for the task at hand.

Eugene hated the word patter, which to him meant aimless 
chattering without offering anything of value.  Your words 
have meaning and can have power but only if you use them 
wisely.  For Eugene writing meant rewriting and he would often 
spend weeks even years searching for just the perfect opening 
and closing lines which he found to be the most challenging.  
Eugene’s essay Editing Our Scripts is a masterclass on the topic 
and is still available at:

http://www.magicbeard.com/presentations-essays/editing-our-
scripts.php

You can also check out more of Eugene’s thoughts on scripting 
in the great book edited by Pete McCabe Scripting Magic vol-
ume 1 and 2, which was recently updated and rereleased.

A good place to start might be by audio recording your perfor-
mances and then transcribing them.  Look for extra words, fluff 
and things that don’t add anything to your piece.  Do you repeat 
words or have any other verbal habit you need to resolve?  My 
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personal pet peeves are lines like “What 
I’m gonna do” or “What I’d like you to do is” 
as they don’t tell people anything. Don’t 
devalue your words with scripting that 
doesn’t add to your message.   How much 
better would your magic be if it had an 
intelligent and efficient script?  I’m guessing 
that many of us would improve the impact 
of our magic by taking the time to write a 
professional script.  

Creating great lines and a great script takes 
time and this is why it’s so important to not 
steal lines and scripts from our fellow per-
formers.  I can’t tell you how many times I’ve 
been watching a great act and I’ve heard 
someone say, “I’ll use that!”  I think if you 
take some time to create and develop your 
own scripts that you’ll quickly gain a much 
greater appreciation for how precious these 
lines and scripts are.  Find your own lines, 
your own scripts and your own way.  Don’t 
simply copy someone else and steal their 
work.  If you simply must have a line then 
find the right time to connect with that per-
former and ask them for their permission 
to use it.  Some performers will say yes and 
some will say no.  Please respect their work 
and decisions.

Sometimes lines come to us at the most 
unexpected times.  I’ve been performing a 
Martin Nash ace routine for almost 40 years 
and never had a good script to go with it.  
The routine is quite short and is really just 
the quick transposition of the red and black 
aces in the spectator’s hands.  After one per-
sonal event, where my wife had convinced 
me to perform (and I’d done this effect), she 

said: “You know, when we first met, I never 
really noticed you until you did that trick.”  
I stopped in my tracks when I understood 
the significance of what she was saying and 
soon my script  started with:

  “These four cards changed my 
life.  It’s true.  Twenty seven years ago I  
performed this for a young lady…and she 
noticed me!”

The magic for the short piece is very strong 
but when I share this script I always get a 
great response as I’m now sharing some-
thing magical that really changed my life.  
Scripting changed my life and I’m sure that 
with some time, careful study and effort it 
will change your magic, although no prom-
ises on the relationship front.

Remember, Magic is Education!

Jeff Christensen (M. Ed.)
MagicalEducator.com

http://www.magicnewzealand.com
http://MagicalEducator.com
http://MagicalEducator.com
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TIMELESS BY JOAO MIRANDA
Once in a while a product comes to 
market that warrants extra attention. 
The work that goes in to production 
is what really fascinates me, and how 
a creator takes an idea and spends 
money and time developing some-
thing that is truly remarkable.

TIMELESS By Joao Miranda is one 
of those items. The original idea is 
based on Tommy Wonder's Ring In 
Alarm Clock and Joao has taken it to 
a level Tommy would be proud of.

We sat down with Joao and were 
able to get an inside look in to what 
goes in to making a product like this.

Here is his story.

Timeless is a object to impossible 
location that combines everyday ob-
jects and a genius electronic system, 
that automatically places any small 
object inside a wrist watch.

I have always loved the classic plot of 
an object to impossible location and I
wanted to create something super 
clean, and then I thought about a 
wrist watchand how I would place a 
object inside of it.

After spending two days making 
drawings on paper and testing by 
gluing cardboard I finally nailed a 
method... and now it was time to 
make it happen for real. I remember 
like if it was today: I sat with my en-
ginnering team on Januray 5th 2018 
and started making 3D drawings 
based on my concepts.
We made at least 40 prototypes until 
we had something in our hands 
that was reliable,  and worked like a 
charm.

Having been booked for a corporate 
show a few weeks later it was time to
perform Timeless for the first time 
in a Parlor situation. The trick was 
the finale to my show and... it killed! 
I could hear the audience gasp with 
excitement when I  unscrewed the 
watch likd and found inside the cor-
rectly predicted lottery numbers.

After having shown this invention 
to my close portuguese magician 
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friends they were amazed and totally fooled. 
And even more amazed they were when I
showed them the mechanism. Their eyes of 
excitment looking at how the mechanism 
worked made it all worth it for me!

They told me I had to release this to the 
magic community. At first I was a little ap-
prehensive specially because I was working 
at the time as a consultant for a big name 
in the magic community and we were 
fulfilled with huge amounts of work. But 
they convinced me and I found some spots 
in my agenda and finally I took the (correct) 
decision of releasing the trick to magicians.

After that I spent a few more months per-
fecting everything, including a special
part that I wanted to incorporate which is 
a automatic deliver of the object as soon 
as it enters the boxes. What I mean by this 
is that I wanted that the magician only had 

to focus on placing the object thru the 
secret doors, that the electronic system 
would be activated “automatically” (after 
8 seconds to be more precise). We tested 
laser beams, motion activated systems, 
but nothing worked 100%. Then a idea 
came to my mind that is super simple and 
is based on magnetic activation: when the 
secret door is opened there is a small mag-
net that stops making atraction to a PCB 
that is secretly placed at the side of the 
box, which is what then sends the signal 
for the motor to rotate 8 seconds later.
I am specially proud of this project which 
is like a baby for me because it was
very hard to accomplish due to high level 
of details that are in it, from the automatic 
doors system to the micro elevator inside 
the box, and to the whole package design 
that makes it seem like a real delivery box 
like those you get in the mail.

After showing my final invention to Murphys 
Magic they ordered 1000 units.
Over 6720 hours of work with 7 people 
at a full time basis and for a period over 6 
months are some of the numbers so that 
you can see the effort that was making
this order, which is a true labor of love and 
was accomplished due to the heart and 
soul that my whole team dedicated to this 
special creation.

I think that electronics and technology in 
magic should be applied to help when
another manual methods can't achieve the 
same end result.

In my opinion Timeless if the perfect exem-
ple that we can have a stronger and more 
impossible effect thanks to the “magic” of 
electronics. 
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

TIMELESS
JOAO MIRANDA

HAVING PERFORMED THIS FOR OVER A MONTH I CAN TELL YOU IT'S 
AN INCREDIBLE EFFECT USING JAMES BOND LIKE TECHNOLOGY. 
THE METHOD IS ONE OF THE VERY BEST I'VE SEEN WHILE REVIEWING 
MAGIC FOR VANISH IN THE PAST SEVEN YEARS!  IT REALLY IS STATE OF 
THE ART.

NO COST WAS SPARED IN THE PRODUCTION OF THIS ITEM, FROM THE 
PACKAGING, WHICH WILL HELP PROTECT THE PROP, TO THE PROP 
ITSELF.  THE TECHNOLOGY ACTUALLY MAKES THIS FUN TO PERFORM 
AND ALLOWS FOR SOME REALLY CLEVER POSSIBILITIES.

THIS IS MARKETED AS A RING VANISH TO IMPOSSIBLE LOCATION, 
HOWEVER THERE IS SO MUCH MORE YOU CAN DO WITH IT. I LIKE THE 
IDEA OF HAVING A LARGE WATCH BATTERY SIGNED AND VANISHED 
ONLY TO APPEAR INSIDE THE WATCH, OR YOU COULD DO A SIGNED 
COIN OR EVEN A PREDICTION! IN THE TUTORIAL JOAO SHARES AN 
IDEA WHERE YOU HAVE ITEMS CALLED OUT AND THEY END UP 
WRITTEN DOWN ON A PIECE OF PAPER INSIDE THE WATCH. 

IN MY OPINION THIS IS THE BEST EFFECT TO BE RELEASED IN 2018 
AND WHEN I FIRST HEARD ABOUT IT I WOULD HAVE THOUGHT IT 
WOULD COST THREE TIMES THE PRICE. THIS IS AN INCREDIBLE ITEM.

TIMELESS uses a new concept in magic 
that takes the classic "object to impossible 
location" to new heights. The effect is so 
strong you could close any show, large or 
small with TIMELESS.

Effect:
A beautifully packaged box is placed on a 
table before the performance begins. The 
magician then borrows any small object 
from the audience, has it signed then 
makes it vanish!

The magician then walks over to the table 
and picks up the mysterious package. 
The package is opened, and from it the 
spectator removes a red gift box tied with 
a golden bow. The spectator then unties 
the bow, removes the lid and finds inside a 
beautiful wrist watch. The watch is cleanly 
placed on the spectators palm.

Without ANY suspicious moves the 
magician cleanly unscrews the back of the 
watch. The back is then lifted off of the 
watch and the borrowed object is found 
inside!
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TIMELESS combines everyday objects and modern 
technology, making the trick 100% automatic and self-
contained.

Take a look at these features:
The cleverly gimmicked boxes and hidden electronic 
system do all the work for you.
You will be blown away once you see the ingenious 
method behind the trick!
The trick works 100% automatically, and the boxes and 
watch can be handled freely by the spectators.
The trick can be performed in close-up situations, 
parlor, or on stage.
Due to the clever way the gimmicks are built the trick is 
very easy to perform.
TIMELESS comes in 2 different designs; Classic and 
Sport

Timeless comes complete ready to perform. Also 
included are several routines and ideas, including a 
mind-blowing mentalism effect.

MY THOUGHTS:
This is as good as it gets. What I really like about 
this is  the fact you can use it for so many different 

“  
THE BEST TRICK I'VE 

SEEN IN SEVEN YEARS 
OF DOING REVIEWS FOR 

VANISH!!

 ROMHANY 
 

presentations. My favorite is making 
a signed watch battery vanish and re-
appear inside the next of boxes inside 
the watch!!  Other performers such as 
David Penn have also come up with 
great ideas by combining it with his 
coin bend (CoinVexed) and later on in 
his performance the signed and bent 
coin ends up inside the watch. You 
could perform this as advertised with a 
borrowed ring but really anything the 
size of a ring would work. 

The props are extremely well made and 
it comes in a great box that you can 
use to protect when travelling. I saw 
a Youtube clip recently of somebody 
doing this on television and using only 
the gift box, which shows you can work 
this to fit your style.  The idea of having 
it appear inside a watch comes from 

Tommy Wonder who had an incredible way 
of performing it as well. Joao has taken 
this  concept and make it more practical for 
the working performer. This would work in 
any condition and you can  even perform 
it completely surrounded. If you can vanish 
a coin or ring you can perform this - very 
little skill required as far as technique.

This would work well for kids performers, 
on a platform or even stage.  I think with a 
little thought a good performer can make 
this a real stand-out piece in their show. It's 
a great call back effect as a closer if  vanish 
something early on and it eventually ends 
up in the watch. It would be nice to be 
able to purchase a duplicate of the watch 
supplied as it would lead to other great 
ideas such as showing the watch and 
vanishing it as well early on in the show.   

What makes this so great is that it 
can pretty much be opened all in the 
spectator's hand. They can hold the box, 
untie the ribbon and even take out the 
watch - it is  all very safe for them to 
handle.   There is a really nice idea at the 
end where it looks as though you unscrew 
the back of the watch to get it off, which is 
a clever touch. 

Overall this is an amazing product. The 
mechanics do all the work, the effect is 
incredibly strong and it is very versatile. 
If you REALLY want to blow people's minds 
then this is something you should add to 
your act!!
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If you REALLY want to blow people's minds 
then this is something you should add to 
your act!!
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The magic community seems to be divided 
into two distinct camps. The largest group 
consists of those who have chosen to treat 
their interest in magic as a hobby, perform-

ing mostly for friends and family and perhaps 
attending the local magic club. The other group, 
much smaller, are those who are professional or 
semi-professional (i.e. part-time) magicians who 
actually perform for people in the real world for 
a fee. It should also be noted at this juncture that 
an association with either group is not necessarily 
an indication of proficiency as there are amaz-
ingly talented magicians who consider themselves 
amateurs – performing, as the word implies, strictly 
for the love of it – and absolutely horrendous hack 
magicians who somehow manage to squeak out a 
living. 

The question that I’m most asked when I’m lectur-
ing is how one makes the transition from the first 
group to the second. A complete and thorough 
answer to that inquiry is much too involved to get 
into at a lecture and, unfortunately, those waters 
are too deep to wade into here, too. However, I 
will share with you the same answer that I give at a 
lecture: find a successful magician whose work and 
performance style you admire and ask for their as-
sistance. In other words, I’m talking about finding 
a mentor. 

The dictionary defines a mentor as “an experienced 
and trusted adviser.” Ideally, your mentor would be 
someone in your geographical area – someone you 
could meet with on a regular basis - though the 
internet has now made it possible to cast that net 
a little wider. More importantly, this person should 
perform the kind of magic that speaks to you and 
that you would like to perform (we’re talking style 
here – I’m not suggesting that you should expect 
a mentor to teach you their act, though that’s 
certainly possible if said mentor is retiring from 
performing). Your mentor should also be perform-
ing in the kinds of venues that you, ultimately, 
would like to find yourself in.

Your first step, before requesting mentorship, is 
to establish a relationship with this performer. 
If it’s someone, for example, in your local magic 
club, buddy up to them. Take them out to lunch 
or dinner and ask for sincere advice on aspects of 
performing professionally that may be puzzling 
or unfamiliar to you. If this relationship blossoms 
over time, you’ll know when it’s right to ask this 
performer if they would consider taking you under 
their wing. If they agree, you have found one of 
the most valuable assets you’ll ever have in your 
development as a working magician. 

Some of you may be dismissing the idea of a men-
tor and think that they can make the transition to 
becoming a professional performer without any 
outside help. Is it possible? Of course! However, 
trust me – it’ll be much easier with someone on 
your team who has not only been there and done 
that, but has presumably been successful at it.
Here are just a few reasons why a mentor can 
provide such a valuable advantage. First, an expe-

rienced mentor has already made all 
the mistakes that you’ll undoubtedly 
be making. And, you will make them 
without someone who’s already 
been down this road looking over 
your shoulder.  
Secondly, a good mentor can pick 
up on the areas we need to improve 
much better than we can. Just like 
the magician who practices their 
Classic Pass in the mirror and thinks 
it’s invisible because they blink every
time they execute the move, we tend 
to have blind spots when it comes to 
our own shortcomings. Is something 
flashing? Is our fashion sense out of 
date? Is our marketing not up to the 
task? A mentor can help us see these 
types of deficiencies much more 
clearly than we can or want to. 
An effective mentor is also an excel-
lent soundboard for ideas and will 
tell you which ones are practical and 

which ones are aren’t. They can 
help us to laser-focus on things 
that will lead to more immediate 
and important growth. Finally, if 
the mentor/mentee relationship is 
firing on all cylinders, your mentor 
will become one of your biggest 
supporters, offering moral support 
and encouragement when you 
most need it. 

I’m offering this advice in this, 
my last column for the time be-
ing (more on that in a moment) 
because I just recently lost an 
important mentor in my life. For a 
generation of magicians who came 
up during the digital age, Richard 
Robinson’s websites (allmagic.
com, which hosted the weekly 
Magic Show digital magazine and 
allmagicguide.com which featured 

the All Magic Guide, the larg-
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est index of magic-related websites to be found in one place on the 
web at the time) were hugely influential. Magic Show, in particular, 
got hundreds of thousands of hits a month with web traffic from all 
corners of the globe.  

Richard, in addition to being one of the internet’s original magic 
entrepreneurs, was a polymath with several successful careers be-
hind him. He had been a popular NYC disk jockey, a record producer 
(with Lou Reed, David Johansen, and others to his credit), and an 
accomplished author, co-writing Dick Clark’s autobiography among 
other works. However, magic was his first love, however, and he 
was a friend and mentor to many NYC-area performers. I had the 
good fortune to be a regular contributor to Magic Show and I was 
deeply honored when Richard asked me to share the stage with him 
for a run of off-Broadway shows in the summer of 1994. It was like 
being thrown into the deep end of the pool for sure, having little 
experience in legitimate theater but with his help and with, yes, 
his mentorship, I learned some of the real secrets of stagecraft and 
performing. 

The magic world lost Richard in November but his influence is still 
pervasive. It’s hard to believe that I can’t just pick up the phone 
any longer and have a conversation with him, sometimes late into 
the night, about some new effect I’m working on. Richard would 
always immediately seize on any weak parts and would never fail 
to offer advice that would inevitably make it better. He made me a 
much better performer, and a much better person, and I miss him 
very much. 

As I mentioned earlier, this is my final column for VANISH for the 
time being. I’ve had some things come up, personally and profes-
sionally, that will require more of my time so, for now, a big thank 
you to Paul Romhany for lending me a sounding board and thanks 
to you, readers, for letting me bend your ear for the last year. 

I’ll see you down the road.

the
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PAUL ROMHANY & FRIENDS

If you would like to have your product reviewed 
in Vanish, then post it to the Magic Review team.

With an audience of over 100,000 readers your 
product will reach a wider audience than any 
other trade magazine. 

NOTE: We get sent A LOT of magic to review and 
ONLY CHOOSE the products we feel deserve the 
space. Not ALL products will make the review 
column.

Vanish Magazine- Trick Review
PLEASE NOTE: We are based out of BC Canada. 
Contact us to get the shipping address.
editor@vanishmagazine.com

TO ADVERTISE IN VANISH
To place an advert contact the editor for a list of 
price options.  Look at the various advertising 
sizes in this issue and choose the one that best 
suits your needs.

For more information e-mail at:
editor@vanishmagazine.com
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BALANCE BY 
JOSHUA JAY1 

PRICE: $200
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

First came "Inferno," which won Trick of the Year in 2012. Then 
came "Out of Sight," which fooled Penn & Teller. After eight years 
of development, performed exclusively at the end of Joshua Jay's 
parlor shows, he is ready to unveil a sensational, unique wonder... 
AND SAVE if you buy early because the retail price goes up $50 on 
January 1st, 2019. 

Balance features the rarest effect in magic: suspension. An eclectic 
but ordinary group of objects is passed out for close examina-
tion: a bottle, a card box, a pencil, a toothbrush, and a crayon box. 
NOTHING sticky, no strings - totally normal. 

The objects are collected and, one by one, the objects are stacked, 
first in ways that seem impressive but possible, and then in ways 
that are COMPLETELY impossible. At the end, your audience is 
left with a stunning, impossible sculpture -- each object hanging 
impossibly in the air without explanation. 

Balance is the perfect closer or encore piece for a parlor show 
because it is SO unlike anything else that would appear in a magic 
show. And unlike most magic, Balance LIVES in a state of impos-
sibility. With every phase you build, the magic is staring at your 
audience, even after you've left the stage. 

A New Kind of Magic: One thing Joshua didn't expect as he 
developed Balance is the unusual, 21st-century quality associated 
with it. People HAVE to take pictures of it. They can't help them-
selves. It's too unusual NOT to remember, and everyone wants to 
take home evidence of what they've seen. Over time, Joshua has 
learned to lean into this, actually allowing his audiences to film it 
and get pictures of it afterward. 

A Stunning Package of Props: You receive everything you need 
to perform Balance in a beautiful foil-encrusted box. Your props 
for the trick are kept in a velvet box that allows you to switch the 
examined objects for the specially-made props imperceptibly 
onstage, without any special pockets or servante. The hinged 
box has protective "wings," so you can perform Balance virtually 
surrounded. You receive ten hand-crafted props that have each 
been designed under Josh's watchful eye. And, you get Joshua Jay 
on video, one of magic's best teachers, taking you through every 
detail of the routine. 

Perform it Immediately: Joshua's creations take years to develop 
and, in some cases, years of practice to perform. Happily, Balance 
can be performed within MINUTES of opening the box for the first 
time. The only skill you'll need is FAKING the difficulty of doing it. 

Exclusivity: Due to the extremely intense manufacturing process, 

and the years of development, Balance is offered at $200. When 
you SEE the package, you'll realize what a bargain this is. The 
whole package exudes quality, and this is a small investment in 
what will become the closing piece of your show. And, the price 
will necessarily keep the routine from becoming over-exposed. 
You will likely be the only one in your area performing Balance. 

Quality You Can't Fake: Joshua Jay does NOT release magic often. 
We get a glimpse into his creative process every five years or so, 
when he releases something new. That's why his magic -- from "Tri-
ad Coins" to "Inferno" to "Out of Sight" -- is IMMEDIATELY snatched 
up upon release, and it's hard to keep his creations in stock. He 
thinks through every aspect of an effect, from the theatrics to 
the product design, right down to how to reset between shows. 
THAT is what you're investing in with Balance: years of painstaking 
detail.

MY THOUGHTS:
One word - WOW!! This is something VERY special and I’m so glad 
Joshua released it. I will start off by saying this probably isn’t for 
everybody. This is such an unusual piece of magic - and to me is 
more magical than a lot of other things I see. When you watch 
Joshua’s performance with his true story about the prison letter 
you understand he has created a wonderful artistic piece of magic. 
It’s about balance in life, about doing something impossible with 
everyday objects and it all ties in so nicely. He mentions he finishes 
his performances with this and will often just end in a blackout. 
Theatrically I can see this being a very strong finish for this routine. 
Like every trick ever produced the greatness of anything you pur-
chase comes down to your OWN presentation, and this is one such 
effect. If you were to use Joshua’s script it wouldn’t make sense, 
because it is something that happened to him. I would advise 
coming up with your own routine and storyline to really create 
something special. While I love Joshua’s routine there is no way I 
would perform it, because it doesn’t fit my style.

As soon as I saw this I could see my Charlie Chaplin character 
doing this - but performing it as a ‘running’ piece throughout the 
show. So I would start to balance an object then move on to other 
things, then coming back to add something else. At the end of the 
show Chaplin has created an impossible feat of balance. For me 
the ultimate would be to come over and gently blow it, or snap my 
fingers and it all falls down. I have yet to come up with a method 
to do this but I think would be a great ending. It just takes a little 
thought to make this fit your style. Another idea I like is to do this 
as a prelude to my Chair Suspension and talk about balance. This 
is a great tie in with two wonderful routines. For those working 
cruise ships I could easily see you ending your show with this - it’s 
THAT strong. If you have a good presentation you could finish with 
this, and even project it on to a screen via camera - then do the 
black-out at the end and just leave it set up as the curtains close.

The one thing I have noticed is that everybody wants to get a 
photo of it when it’s complete - it’s a very novel photo opportunity 
and would also make a great publicity shot if you are going to be 
in a newspaper article with the headline, “Magician Creates The 
Impossible"

For anybody to get the most out of this I feel you need to create 
your own presentation. 

WHAT YOU GET: The quality of packaging is just like and APPLE 
product. Nothing has been spared from the box it comes in to the 
hard box with special design inside which allows everything to be 
examined. In a close-up presentation you can hand out all the ob-
jects prior to the balance. Having performed this now I found this 
to be important, especially in a close-up or parlor style show. On 
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A New Kind of Magic: One thing Joshua didn't expect as he 
developed Balance is the unusual, 21st-century quality associated 
with it. People HAVE to take pictures of it. They can't help them-
selves. It's too unusual NOT to remember, and everyone wants to 
take home evidence of what they've seen. Over time, Joshua has 
learned to lean into this, actually allowing his audiences to film it 
and get pictures of it afterward. 

A Stunning Package of Props: You receive everything you need 
to perform Balance in a beautiful foil-encrusted box. Your props 
for the trick are kept in a velvet box that allows you to switch the 
examined objects for the specially-made props imperceptibly 
onstage, without any special pockets or servante. The hinged 
box has protective "wings," so you can perform Balance virtually 
surrounded. You receive ten hand-crafted props that have each 
been designed under Josh's watchful eye. And, you get Joshua Jay 
on video, one of magic's best teachers, taking you through every 
detail of the routine. 

Perform it Immediately: Joshua's creations take years to develop 
and, in some cases, years of practice to perform. Happily, Balance 
can be performed within MINUTES of opening the box for the first 
time. The only skill you'll need is FAKING the difficulty of doing it. 

Exclusivity: Due to the extremely intense manufacturing process, 

and the years of development, Balance is offered at $200. When 
you SEE the package, you'll realize what a bargain this is. The 
whole package exudes quality, and this is a small investment in 
what will become the closing piece of your show. And, the price 
will necessarily keep the routine from becoming over-exposed. 
You will likely be the only one in your area performing Balance. 

Quality You Can't Fake: Joshua Jay does NOT release magic often. 
We get a glimpse into his creative process every five years or so, 
when he releases something new. That's why his magic -- from "Tri-
ad Coins" to "Inferno" to "Out of Sight" -- is IMMEDIATELY snatched 
up upon release, and it's hard to keep his creations in stock. He 
thinks through every aspect of an effect, from the theatrics to 
the product design, right down to how to reset between shows. 
THAT is what you're investing in with Balance: years of painstaking 
detail.

MY THOUGHTS:
One word - WOW!! This is something VERY special and I’m so glad 
Joshua released it. I will start off by saying this probably isn’t for 
everybody. This is such an unusual piece of magic - and to me is 
more magical than a lot of other things I see. When you watch 
Joshua’s performance with his true story about the prison letter 
you understand he has created a wonderful artistic piece of magic. 
It’s about balance in life, about doing something impossible with 
everyday objects and it all ties in so nicely. He mentions he finishes 
his performances with this and will often just end in a blackout. 
Theatrically I can see this being a very strong finish for this routine. 
Like every trick ever produced the greatness of anything you pur-
chase comes down to your OWN presentation, and this is one such 
effect. If you were to use Joshua’s script it wouldn’t make sense, 
because it is something that happened to him. I would advise 
coming up with your own routine and storyline to really create 
something special. While I love Joshua’s routine there is no way I 
would perform it, because it doesn’t fit my style.

As soon as I saw this I could see my Charlie Chaplin character 
doing this - but performing it as a ‘running’ piece throughout the 
show. So I would start to balance an object then move on to other 
things, then coming back to add something else. At the end of the 
show Chaplin has created an impossible feat of balance. For me 
the ultimate would be to come over and gently blow it, or snap my 
fingers and it all falls down. I have yet to come up with a method 
to do this but I think would be a great ending. It just takes a little 
thought to make this fit your style. Another idea I like is to do this 
as a prelude to my Chair Suspension and talk about balance. This 
is a great tie in with two wonderful routines. For those working 
cruise ships I could easily see you ending your show with this - it’s 
THAT strong. If you have a good presentation you could finish with 
this, and even project it on to a screen via camera - then do the 
black-out at the end and just leave it set up as the curtains close.

The one thing I have noticed is that everybody wants to get a 
photo of it when it’s complete - it’s a very novel photo opportunity 
and would also make a great publicity shot if you are going to be 
in a newspaper article with the headline, “Magician Creates The 
Impossible"

For anybody to get the most out of this I feel you need to create 
your own presentation. 

WHAT YOU GET: The quality of packaging is just like and APPLE 
product. Nothing has been spared from the box it comes in to the 
hard box with special design inside which allows everything to be 
examined. In a close-up presentation you can hand out all the ob-
jects prior to the balance. Having performed this now I found this 
to be important, especially in a close-up or parlor style show. On 
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PRICE: $35.00
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers

A book test like no other! 

There are many book tests on the market, but NONE offer what 
Words Beyond a Book Test can do. This is EXACTLY what it looks 
like: an examinable book is opened to any page, and the specta-
tor thinks of a word. WITHOUT any fishing - no first letter pump 
- NOTHING, you immediately are able to divine the word. The 
concept used here is different from other book tests on the mar-
ket. It's dead simple, easy to learn, and easy to perform. There's no 
complicated procedure to remember, either, so you can keep it on 
a shelf at home and do it whenever anyone asks you to do some-
thing "impromptu." For theatre work, the hangman presentation, 
in which you play a psychic game of hangman, translates beauti-
fully to a huge stage. 

The book itself is casual and unassuming, and looks just like any 
mass paperback you might be reading at the time. 

When we look at book tests, we judge them based on just one 
aspect: how realistically does it simulate mind-reading? If there 
is an unnatural procedure ("count to the third word on the fifth 
line"), it's out. If there is something that leads back to the method, 
("Tell me what the first word is..."), it's out. But in Words Beyond a 
Book Test, the impression you leave the audience with is one of 
PURE mind-reading. 

Includes gimmicked book and online instructions.

MY THOUGHTS:
I’m a HUGE fan of book tests and have designed my own and use 
myself. This version by Darryl Davis and Daryl Williams takes a well 
known principle in book tests and makes it extremely easy. What 
makes this so good, compared to the other versions using this 
method, is that they have taken away any type of fishing. Every 
single letter you get is a hit. They have devised a very clever use of 
this principle and come up with some novel presentations. They 
have a novel presentation using a white-board, a prediction style 
routine or you could simply call out every letter in their word. The 
nice thing about this book test is that it is incredibly easy to do, 
so a novice or seasoned pro could do this, and there is nothing to 
remember. As a bonus they have also designed the book with the 
Hoy principle which can be used in a number of routines making 
this a book you could use for two different routines. This is a nice 
feature as it allows you to get more out of the book than just find-
ing a word somebody is thinking of. 

the download Joshua shares an incredible box made by another 
performer which really makes the ‘switch’ go unnoticed. That alone 
is a piece of great thinking and craftsmanship. Prior to opening 
any packaging make sure you watch the tutorial, otherwise you 
may end up breaking a few things. The props themselves are so 
well made. You get two sets, one that can be examined and the 
gaff set. Joshua has created an incredible switching device that 
I use and flies by everybody. If you don’t like the box it comes in 
then you can easily add it to any other type case or box. A clever 
combination of methods are used to achieve this effect and help 
put people off the scent.

PERFORMANCE: The best way to perform this is SLOWLY - really 
take your time as though you are really balancing the objects. 
This is important as it takes away from the method. With a great 
presentation the fact that the audience might guess the method 
takes it away from an ordinary trick, where the audience might 
guess how it’s done, to them just enjoying the moment. And I 
think THAT is they key to making this work. If you can take them 
on a journey, as Joshua does, where they aren’t thinking about 
how it might be done but rather getting caught up in the visual 
and impossible balance that is happening. If you just stand there 
and put the pieces together it’s a puzzle - however if you create 
something truly magical and memorable then you will bring them 
in to your magical world and make them believe - which after all is 
what a good magician should do. If you want to take it apart at the 
end you can, and I would imagine in many working conditions you 
will need to. There are other ideas such as covering it at the end 
with a cage or perspex cover, which would work nicely, but means 
you have to take around a large box. I quite like the idea of cover-
ing it with something and might consider having a plastic casing 
that collapses for travel.

This is such a unique piece of magic - it’s like creating art. I don’t 
think this will appeal to the masses because a lot of magicians only 
see what somebody else does. If you are creative and can appreci-
ate magic as an art form then you will definitely fall in love with 
this. There is something very magical about this and I hope readers 
can see this. Be creative, add something different to your act that 
your audience will remember. I’ve performed this for kids and they 
are blown away with it. For kids I take it apart, however I think hav-
ing that clear box made so I can leave it up would be a good idea.

I really do love this. In the right hands this is a beautiful piece of 
magic - it is the type of magic, I feel, that elevates our art. Again, 
those who truly understand that magic is about wonderment will 
creating moments in your show will really appreciate this and get 
use out of it.

WHO: The effect itself is very easy to do - but I highly recommend 
coming up with a novel presentation and working hard to perfect 
your story or reason to add this to your show to get the most out 
of it. 
WHERE: Completely surrounded. A formal close-up show, parlor or 
stage.
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PRO TIP: If you decide to use the HOY book idea here is something 
I use in my own routine. With the HOY book test the specta-
tor opens the book to any page and it will be either 144 or 145. 
You then force the first word on 144 or 145. I like to give them a 
completely FREE choice of either page and then reveal their word 
as a prediction. To do this I use Concealment Envelope by Wayne 
Rogers. It’s the best envelope on the market for multiple outs. This 
way the spectator really does get a free choice of word.

This book test is a really great idea and would be perfect to add to 
any other book tests you might do. There is nothing to remember 
and if you want help they have cleverly hidden a little secret on 
the back of the book, however you really shouldn’t need it as it’s so 
easy to do. 

My only criticism with this book test is that the font size is rather 
small. I know from years of experience performing book tests 
people do have trouble on stage with lights and reading and size 
of font - so you want to make sure you get somebody who has 
glasses with them if they need them.  It’s not TOO bad but I do like 
something with a slightly larger font myself. 
The method is extremely clever and this has already gone in to my 
regular book test routine. It comes with the gimmick book which 
looks like a regular book as well as an excellent tutorial where they 
share a variety of routines and ideas.

WHERE: Close-up, Parlour or stage. Can be done completely sur-
rounded.
WHO: Beginner to Full-time Pro
 

PRICE: $20.00
AVAILABLE: www.murphysmagic.com
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Card Warp is a classic plot in card magic. It was first introduced by 
Roy Walton in 1973, visual and powerful. Now Zoyu brings you his 

variation, Open Warp. Without folding any cards, you can make 
one card turn completely over, and visually back again in a blink. 
It's perfect for live performances and the Internet! 

In the detailed video instructions, you will also learn the routine 
One-Handed Open Warp, which uses only one card and your bare 
hands! 

Besides the variation routines, you will also learn how to make 
the Open Warp gimmick by yourself, so you needn't worry about 
running out of them! (It just takes few minutes to build a new one.) 

What you get:
One set of the Open Warp gimmick 
Online instructions

MY THOUGHTS: 
There have been many variations on the classic CARD WARP by 
Roy Walton. Perhaps the best variation I’ve seen is by Bruce Cervon 
using a note and a card which allows for some incredible visual 
moves. This version is a much more open type card warp where 
you don’t have to fold any cards. Using a clever gimmick card you 
can show a card turned around behind another and then visually 
it restores back to its original state. This is a one phase short piece 
of visual magic. You show a card and then as it moves behind an-
other card it turns around and then you can show it half and half. 
With a flick it restores itself. For a quick trick with a card it’s very 
good. I did have some trouble with the ‘move’ at tne end where 
the card restores itself - and it does need a bit of work. Unlike the 
original card warp, you can’t perform this surrounded. There is a 
nice move in this version though where you can show the half-
and-half card as you care performing. You are also supplied with 
another gimmick card which helps being able to hand everything 
out at the end. This does make a nice stand-up close-up piece for 
those times you have a group of people infront of you. Has this 
added anything to Card Warp? Visually it has but because you can’t 
do it surrounded makes it less pratical than the original. Also the 
original didn’t use gaff cards. 
This is very visual, and a fun little addition - if you could add this to 
another card warp I think you’d have a winner.

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kubPhi0L7gY
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PRICE: $35.00
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers

A book test like no other! 

There are many book tests on the market, but NONE offer what 
Words Beyond a Book Test can do. This is EXACTLY what it looks 
like: an examinable book is opened to any page, and the specta-
tor thinks of a word. WITHOUT any fishing - no first letter pump 
- NOTHING, you immediately are able to divine the word. The 
concept used here is different from other book tests on the mar-
ket. It's dead simple, easy to learn, and easy to perform. There's no 
complicated procedure to remember, either, so you can keep it on 
a shelf at home and do it whenever anyone asks you to do some-
thing "impromptu." For theatre work, the hangman presentation, 
in which you play a psychic game of hangman, translates beauti-
fully to a huge stage. 

The book itself is casual and unassuming, and looks just like any 
mass paperback you might be reading at the time. 

When we look at book tests, we judge them based on just one 
aspect: how realistically does it simulate mind-reading? If there 
is an unnatural procedure ("count to the third word on the fifth 
line"), it's out. If there is something that leads back to the method, 
("Tell me what the first word is..."), it's out. But in Words Beyond a 
Book Test, the impression you leave the audience with is one of 
PURE mind-reading. 

Includes gimmicked book and online instructions.

MY THOUGHTS:
I’m a HUGE fan of book tests and have designed my own and use 
myself. This version by Darryl Davis and Daryl Williams takes a well 
known principle in book tests and makes it extremely easy. What 
makes this so good, compared to the other versions using this 
method, is that they have taken away any type of fishing. Every 
single letter you get is a hit. They have devised a very clever use of 
this principle and come up with some novel presentations. They 
have a novel presentation using a white-board, a prediction style 
routine or you could simply call out every letter in their word. The 
nice thing about this book test is that it is incredibly easy to do, 
so a novice or seasoned pro could do this, and there is nothing to 
remember. As a bonus they have also designed the book with the 
Hoy principle which can be used in a number of routines making 
this a book you could use for two different routines. This is a nice 
feature as it allows you to get more out of the book than just find-
ing a word somebody is thinking of. 

the download Joshua shares an incredible box made by another 
performer which really makes the ‘switch’ go unnoticed. That alone 
is a piece of great thinking and craftsmanship. Prior to opening 
any packaging make sure you watch the tutorial, otherwise you 
may end up breaking a few things. The props themselves are so 
well made. You get two sets, one that can be examined and the 
gaff set. Joshua has created an incredible switching device that 
I use and flies by everybody. If you don’t like the box it comes in 
then you can easily add it to any other type case or box. A clever 
combination of methods are used to achieve this effect and help 
put people off the scent.

PERFORMANCE: The best way to perform this is SLOWLY - really 
take your time as though you are really balancing the objects. 
This is important as it takes away from the method. With a great 
presentation the fact that the audience might guess the method 
takes it away from an ordinary trick, where the audience might 
guess how it’s done, to them just enjoying the moment. And I 
think THAT is they key to making this work. If you can take them 
on a journey, as Joshua does, where they aren’t thinking about 
how it might be done but rather getting caught up in the visual 
and impossible balance that is happening. If you just stand there 
and put the pieces together it’s a puzzle - however if you create 
something truly magical and memorable then you will bring them 
in to your magical world and make them believe - which after all is 
what a good magician should do. If you want to take it apart at the 
end you can, and I would imagine in many working conditions you 
will need to. There are other ideas such as covering it at the end 
with a cage or perspex cover, which would work nicely, but means 
you have to take around a large box. I quite like the idea of cover-
ing it with something and might consider having a plastic casing 
that collapses for travel.

This is such a unique piece of magic - it’s like creating art. I don’t 
think this will appeal to the masses because a lot of magicians only 
see what somebody else does. If you are creative and can appreci-
ate magic as an art form then you will definitely fall in love with 
this. There is something very magical about this and I hope readers 
can see this. Be creative, add something different to your act that 
your audience will remember. I’ve performed this for kids and they 
are blown away with it. For kids I take it apart, however I think hav-
ing that clear box made so I can leave it up would be a good idea.

I really do love this. In the right hands this is a beautiful piece of 
magic - it is the type of magic, I feel, that elevates our art. Again, 
those who truly understand that magic is about wonderment will 
creating moments in your show will really appreciate this and get 
use out of it.

WHO: The effect itself is very easy to do - but I highly recommend 
coming up with a novel presentation and working hard to perfect 
your story or reason to add this to your show to get the most out 
of it. 
WHERE: Completely surrounded. A formal close-up show, parlor or 
stage.
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PRO TIP: If you decide to use the HOY book idea here is something 
I use in my own routine. With the HOY book test the specta-
tor opens the book to any page and it will be either 144 or 145. 
You then force the first word on 144 or 145. I like to give them a 
completely FREE choice of either page and then reveal their word 
as a prediction. To do this I use Concealment Envelope by Wayne 
Rogers. It’s the best envelope on the market for multiple outs. This 
way the spectator really does get a free choice of word.

This book test is a really great idea and would be perfect to add to 
any other book tests you might do. There is nothing to remember 
and if you want help they have cleverly hidden a little secret on 
the back of the book, however you really shouldn’t need it as it’s so 
easy to do. 

My only criticism with this book test is that the font size is rather 
small. I know from years of experience performing book tests 
people do have trouble on stage with lights and reading and size 
of font - so you want to make sure you get somebody who has 
glasses with them if they need them.  It’s not TOO bad but I do like 
something with a slightly larger font myself. 
The method is extremely clever and this has already gone in to my 
regular book test routine. It comes with the gimmick book which 
looks like a regular book as well as an excellent tutorial where they 
share a variety of routines and ideas.

WHERE: Close-up, Parlour or stage. Can be done completely sur-
rounded.
WHO: Beginner to Full-time Pro
 

PRICE: $20.00
AVAILABLE: www.murphysmagic.com
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Card Warp is a classic plot in card magic. It was first introduced by 
Roy Walton in 1973, visual and powerful. Now Zoyu brings you his 

variation, Open Warp. Without folding any cards, you can make 
one card turn completely over, and visually back again in a blink. 
It's perfect for live performances and the Internet! 

In the detailed video instructions, you will also learn the routine 
One-Handed Open Warp, which uses only one card and your bare 
hands! 

Besides the variation routines, you will also learn how to make 
the Open Warp gimmick by yourself, so you needn't worry about 
running out of them! (It just takes few minutes to build a new one.) 

What you get:
One set of the Open Warp gimmick 
Online instructions

MY THOUGHTS: 
There have been many variations on the classic CARD WARP by 
Roy Walton. Perhaps the best variation I’ve seen is by Bruce Cervon 
using a note and a card which allows for some incredible visual 
moves. This version is a much more open type card warp where 
you don’t have to fold any cards. Using a clever gimmick card you 
can show a card turned around behind another and then visually 
it restores back to its original state. This is a one phase short piece 
of visual magic. You show a card and then as it moves behind an-
other card it turns around and then you can show it half and half. 
With a flick it restores itself. For a quick trick with a card it’s very 
good. I did have some trouble with the ‘move’ at tne end where 
the card restores itself - and it does need a bit of work. Unlike the 
original card warp, you can’t perform this surrounded. There is a 
nice move in this version though where you can show the half-
and-half card as you care performing. You are also supplied with 
another gimmick card which helps being able to hand everything 
out at the end. This does make a nice stand-up close-up piece for 
those times you have a group of people infront of you. Has this 
added anything to Card Warp? Visually it has but because you can’t 
do it surrounded makes it less pratical than the original. Also the 
original didn’t use gaff cards. 
This is very visual, and a fun little addition - if you could add this to 
another card warp I think you’d have a winner.
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PRICE: $99.00
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers

imagine someone wearing a fancy black tuxedo and standing 
under the spotlight on the stage. 

He pulls out a piece of paper and everyone's attention is on that 
single piece of paper. 
What is going to happen to that paper? 

Suddenly, out of nowhere, an ugly cheap lighter is produced to 
light up that paper! 

That piece of paper in the handsome performer's hand ignites into 
a huge flame and turns into a beautiful red rose. 

Do you see yourself performing this for someone special? Or in 
your show? 

Stop! 

Now, imagine if we can get that ugly lighter out of this perfor-
mance, then the impact would have been much bigger. Not only 
that, the performance itself could have been extremely elegant 
and attractive, right? 

We introduce to you... Thumbtip Ignitor Pro! 

Imagine being able to ignite a piece of napkin or receipt at will to 
visually produce, vanish or change an object. THAT'S REAL MAGIC. 

Simply make fire appear, produce a ring out of nowhere, maybe 
a visual ambitious card, or a visual version of our signature Trace 
effect. 

If you are a professional or looking for a professional device that 
will guarantee to work SAFELY, then you can't miss this. 

Thumbtip Ignitor Pro is the final solution designed for everyday 
working magicians. 
What are you waiting for? Get yours now worldwide. 

What You Get Inside the Box: 
1 Thumbtip Ignitor Pro device 
2 specially made thumbtips 

1 online instructional video 
1 USB charging cable

Disclaimer: 
Thumbtip Ignitor Pro is intended for those 21 years of age or older. 
Use, operation, and performance of Thumbtip Ignitor Pro is under-
stood to be at operator's own risk. By purchasing this product, you 
acknowledge consent and understanding of this message. 

TV rights not included with purchase. Please contact SansMinds 
Magic for TV inquiry. 

Specially designed flash paper sold separately.

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a high tech way to light flash paper without any visible 
means. The gimmick is extremely well made and fits inside a 
thumb tip. As with any Sans Minds Pro product the packaging is 
frist rate and a great way to keep the props safe when travelling.  
You are supplied with two tips and the gimmick which fits inside. 
As with any type of ignition system you do need to take care and 
because it is built in to a thumbtip you need to be extra careful 
not to set it off prematurely. There is an on/off switch and to set it 
off you simply press the tip and it will ignite your cotton or flash 
paper.  There is nothing more magical than a flash of fire and now 
this just makes it that much more magical. If you want to make 
something vanish in a flash of fire then this is a great way to do it. 
If you borrowed a finger ring or bill and it vanished in a flash of fire 
this is a great way to do it. The online instructions are well done 
and explain all the handling you need to know. It’s a great device 
for those who love flashes of fire and is easy to get in and out of. 
Anytime you want to use it you just put the thumb tip on. It can 
be in your pocket but again I’d be careful simply because of the 
ignition system. 

This is a prediction of an entire license plate with audience involve-
ment! 

The magician shows different numbers and letters on a license 
plate-style pad. The combinations are endless. 
One or several spectators choose freely, a letter or number at a 
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UNSEEN BY MANOJ  
KAUSHAL6 

PRICE: $24.95
AVAILABLE All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Their SIGNED CARD appears in THEIR HANDS, warmly wrapped 
inside THEIR BILL. 

Card to Impossible Location is a classic and for good reason -- it is 
one of the strongest effects in all of card magic. 

From card to wallet, card-to envelope, card to box, card to shoe, to 
card to... well, you get the picture. 

All magicians know the strongest magic happens in the hands of 
the spectator... UNSEEN does just that! 

EFFECT: 

You borrow a dollar bill (or any paper/plastic currency) from a 
spectator and you place their folded bill on a table. Next, you 
ask them to place their hand on top to make sure you don't ever 
come near it! 

They choose ANY CARD and SIGN their name on it. The card is 
then lost in the deck or for that matter, completely vanishes!! 

You ask them to slowly lift their hand and, inside, they find THEIR 
card wrapped inside THEIR bill! 
Use any currency 
No forcing 
No palming 
Card can be signed 
No skill required 
An instant miracle with you at all times 
Comes pre-assembled ready to use 
Full instructional tutorial

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a clever idea where a card appears in a borrow folded note. 
You receive a gimmick card and a download tutorial. The handling 
is geared toward somebody who can handle a deck of cards as 
you’ll need to make a card vanish. In the tutorial Manoj uses a 
Rub vanish which works nicely. The nice point about this is that 
the bill is under the spectator’s hand so when they lift it they will 
get a shock to see a card popping out of the note. This works best 
with paper money (US currency) as I found the Canadian money 
doesn’t crease and there is a clear window making it impossible to 
do the trick. Sadly as bills change to plastic less and less tricks will 
be able to be performed. Having said that, you could use a receipt 

time, to create a unique license plate. 

Magically, the magician then reveals a metal license plate that 
matches the chosen one exactly! 

This can be themed as either the magician knowing ahead of time 
what license plate would be created by the audience, or the audi-
ence has some special ability to predict the license plate hidden 
by the magician! 

Key points
Spectators choose all numbers without the magician touching or 
forcing anything 
Extremely easy to perform 
Fits any kind of show -- kids, adults, comedy, mentalism... 
Perform surrounded 
Packs very small but plays huge! 
Prediction is made of embossed aluminum 
This is an Open Source magic trick, and you will have access to all 
the files, so if you want to create your own version, or make any 
modification, you will have instructions and templates to create it 
Choose between 8 different models available to make it fit your 
own presentation and show: California, Florida, New York, Texas, 
France, Spain, United Kingdom, British Columbia (vintage model) 
What you will get?
A special pad, with numbers and letters that resemble the license 
plate that is chosen by spectators. Includes: polyester sheets, very 
resistant, to last many years. Rigid back cover for easier handling. 
Spiral binding so the sheets slide easier. Semitransparent front 
cover 
An aluminum license plate, replica of the original 
Access to instructions and presentation suggestions

MY THOUGHTS:
An extremely clever idea using the Svengali principle to force 
numbers that will make up a number plate. There are a number of 
plates to choose from including Vintage (British Columbia in Can-
ada), UK, US, EU, etc. The production is of the highest quality. The 
pad of numbers are on a spiral pad and the numbers large enough 
to be seen in a good sized venue. The nice part is you show that 
all the numbers are different, and when the spectator flips the 
numbers over they flip to the force ones. It’s a great premise and 
can make for a really strong routine. I like this a lot and can see it 
being added in to other routines such as predictions where you 
might want to force something. The number plates look like real 
number plates and are visible enough to be seen in a large venue. 
I remember Copperfield doing a number plate prediction and 
then finishing with then producing a car with the number plate on 
it. You receive the plate, the number pad and a link to download 
instructions. You could even have several people choose numbers 
making this a much larger effect. 

This is a novel presentation of a prediction and has a lot of poten-
tial for something much larger.

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wb-tV2Uga2A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUNbiZuFU-U
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THUMB TIP IGNITOR 
PRO BY SANS 
MINDS

4 

LICENSE PLATE 
PREDICTION BY 
MARTIN ANDERSEN

5 

PRICE: $99.00
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers

imagine someone wearing a fancy black tuxedo and standing 
under the spotlight on the stage. 

He pulls out a piece of paper and everyone's attention is on that 
single piece of paper. 
What is going to happen to that paper? 

Suddenly, out of nowhere, an ugly cheap lighter is produced to 
light up that paper! 

That piece of paper in the handsome performer's hand ignites into 
a huge flame and turns into a beautiful red rose. 

Do you see yourself performing this for someone special? Or in 
your show? 

Stop! 

Now, imagine if we can get that ugly lighter out of this perfor-
mance, then the impact would have been much bigger. Not only 
that, the performance itself could have been extremely elegant 
and attractive, right? 

We introduce to you... Thumbtip Ignitor Pro! 

Imagine being able to ignite a piece of napkin or receipt at will to 
visually produce, vanish or change an object. THAT'S REAL MAGIC. 

Simply make fire appear, produce a ring out of nowhere, maybe 
a visual ambitious card, or a visual version of our signature Trace 
effect. 

If you are a professional or looking for a professional device that 
will guarantee to work SAFELY, then you can't miss this. 

Thumbtip Ignitor Pro is the final solution designed for everyday 
working magicians. 
What are you waiting for? Get yours now worldwide. 

What You Get Inside the Box: 
1 Thumbtip Ignitor Pro device 
2 specially made thumbtips 

1 online instructional video 
1 USB charging cable

Disclaimer: 
Thumbtip Ignitor Pro is intended for those 21 years of age or older. 
Use, operation, and performance of Thumbtip Ignitor Pro is under-
stood to be at operator's own risk. By purchasing this product, you 
acknowledge consent and understanding of this message. 

TV rights not included with purchase. Please contact SansMinds 
Magic for TV inquiry. 

Specially designed flash paper sold separately.

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a high tech way to light flash paper without any visible 
means. The gimmick is extremely well made and fits inside a 
thumb tip. As with any Sans Minds Pro product the packaging is 
frist rate and a great way to keep the props safe when travelling.  
You are supplied with two tips and the gimmick which fits inside. 
As with any type of ignition system you do need to take care and 
because it is built in to a thumbtip you need to be extra careful 
not to set it off prematurely. There is an on/off switch and to set it 
off you simply press the tip and it will ignite your cotton or flash 
paper.  There is nothing more magical than a flash of fire and now 
this just makes it that much more magical. If you want to make 
something vanish in a flash of fire then this is a great way to do it. 
If you borrowed a finger ring or bill and it vanished in a flash of fire 
this is a great way to do it. The online instructions are well done 
and explain all the handling you need to know. It’s a great device 
for those who love flashes of fire and is easy to get in and out of. 
Anytime you want to use it you just put the thumb tip on. It can 
be in your pocket but again I’d be careful simply because of the 
ignition system. 

This is a prediction of an entire license plate with audience involve-
ment! 

The magician shows different numbers and letters on a license 
plate-style pad. The combinations are endless. 
One or several spectators choose freely, a letter or number at a 
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UNSEEN BY MANOJ  
KAUSHAL6 

PRICE: $24.95
AVAILABLE All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Their SIGNED CARD appears in THEIR HANDS, warmly wrapped 
inside THEIR BILL. 

Card to Impossible Location is a classic and for good reason -- it is 
one of the strongest effects in all of card magic. 

From card to wallet, card-to envelope, card to box, card to shoe, to 
card to... well, you get the picture. 

All magicians know the strongest magic happens in the hands of 
the spectator... UNSEEN does just that! 

EFFECT: 

You borrow a dollar bill (or any paper/plastic currency) from a 
spectator and you place their folded bill on a table. Next, you 
ask them to place their hand on top to make sure you don't ever 
come near it! 

They choose ANY CARD and SIGN their name on it. The card is 
then lost in the deck or for that matter, completely vanishes!! 

You ask them to slowly lift their hand and, inside, they find THEIR 
card wrapped inside THEIR bill! 
Use any currency 
No forcing 
No palming 
Card can be signed 
No skill required 
An instant miracle with you at all times 
Comes pre-assembled ready to use 
Full instructional tutorial

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a clever idea where a card appears in a borrow folded note. 
You receive a gimmick card and a download tutorial. The handling 
is geared toward somebody who can handle a deck of cards as 
you’ll need to make a card vanish. In the tutorial Manoj uses a 
Rub vanish which works nicely. The nice point about this is that 
the bill is under the spectator’s hand so when they lift it they will 
get a shock to see a card popping out of the note. This works best 
with paper money (US currency) as I found the Canadian money 
doesn’t crease and there is a clear window making it impossible to 
do the trick. Sadly as bills change to plastic less and less tricks will 
be able to be performed. Having said that, you could use a receipt 

time, to create a unique license plate. 

Magically, the magician then reveals a metal license plate that 
matches the chosen one exactly! 

This can be themed as either the magician knowing ahead of time 
what license plate would be created by the audience, or the audi-
ence has some special ability to predict the license plate hidden 
by the magician! 

Key points
Spectators choose all numbers without the magician touching or 
forcing anything 
Extremely easy to perform 
Fits any kind of show -- kids, adults, comedy, mentalism... 
Perform surrounded 
Packs very small but plays huge! 
Prediction is made of embossed aluminum 
This is an Open Source magic trick, and you will have access to all 
the files, so if you want to create your own version, or make any 
modification, you will have instructions and templates to create it 
Choose between 8 different models available to make it fit your 
own presentation and show: California, Florida, New York, Texas, 
France, Spain, United Kingdom, British Columbia (vintage model) 
What you will get?
A special pad, with numbers and letters that resemble the license 
plate that is chosen by spectators. Includes: polyester sheets, very 
resistant, to last many years. Rigid back cover for easier handling. 
Spiral binding so the sheets slide easier. Semitransparent front 
cover 
An aluminum license plate, replica of the original 
Access to instructions and presentation suggestions

MY THOUGHTS:
An extremely clever idea using the Svengali principle to force 
numbers that will make up a number plate. There are a number of 
plates to choose from including Vintage (British Columbia in Can-
ada), UK, US, EU, etc. The production is of the highest quality. The 
pad of numbers are on a spiral pad and the numbers large enough 
to be seen in a good sized venue. The nice part is you show that 
all the numbers are different, and when the spectator flips the 
numbers over they flip to the force ones. It’s a great premise and 
can make for a really strong routine. I like this a lot and can see it 
being added in to other routines such as predictions where you 
might want to force something. The number plates look like real 
number plates and are visible enough to be seen in a large venue. 
I remember Copperfield doing a number plate prediction and 
then finishing with then producing a car with the number plate on 
it. You receive the plate, the number pad and a link to download 
instructions. You could even have several people choose numbers 
making this a much larger effect. 

This is a novel presentation of a prediction and has a lot of poten-
tial for something much larger.

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_IsWVa_oOM
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or piece of paper rather than a note. The main thing is that the 
spectator clearly sees the paper and can inspect it. 
This will require some work to get the handling down smoothly 
but it a nice visual effect of a vanished card to impossible location. 
The method isn’t brand new as I’ve seen something similar in the 
past but it does do the job nicely. You’ll also need to be able to 
have audience management so they don’t lift the bill themselves. 
The gimmick will break over time however I am sure most people 
will have the special something needed to make more up. If it 
becomes a favourite then you should probably have one or two 
back ups. 

This is a very special 2018 Madison Edition of The Expert at the 
Card Table by S.W. Erdnase... 

Artist Neema Atri has taken every one of M.D. Smith's original 
drawings of Erdnase's hands and modified them by giving Erdnase 
the tattooed hands of Daniel Madison! It is the perfect addition to 
any Madison or Erdnase collection. 

From Madison: 

"This book does not belong to me. 

I did not write it, nor did I sketch each image. 

S. W. Erdnase was the author, M. D. Smith drew each image of the 
hands of Erdnase and the book originally published in 1902. 

Ricky Smith suggested that I apply my hand tattoos to each draw-
ing in the book. I did not do that. I asked my friend Neema to do 
that for me. The cover was designed, and the book was sent to 
print. 

I am often seen as an 'Erdnase Capitalist.' 

But as with everything I do, it is never about the money. 

THE EXPERT AT 
THE CARD TABLE 
BY SW ERDNASE - 
MADISON VERSION

7 

This time, it's literally out of my hands, and I receive no profit other 
than the satisfaction of being part of another opportunity to bring 
attention to this book. 

If this is a new edition to your building Erdnase collection, thank 
you. I continue in hope to be understood, not as one who contin-
ues to disgrace the legacy of Erdnase, but as one who strives to 
uphold his work, as a student, as a fan and as an ambassador of 
this treatise on the science and art of manipulating cards. 

Freshly tattooed to reflect my image, I proudly present to you S. W. 
Erdnase, as artistically modified by Neema Atri, to create an idea 
by Ricky Smith. 

I am Daniel Madison." 

This is the 2018 Madison Edition of The Expert at the Card Table.

MY THOUGHTS:
How can anybody not like Erdnase. There is nothing new about 
this book from the original other than the size and the pictures 
have pictures of tatoos on them, which to be honest are very off 
putting as far as diagrams go. I guess if you are a fan of Daniel 
Madison then you might want to pruchase this book. The material 
of course is first rate, because it’s Erdnase. The nice thing about 
this book though is the size, you could easily throw it in your bag 
and read through it on a train, bus etc. without worrying about the 
size of it. It’s very handy. For those who don’t know Erdnase then 
this is a card book you should study.  For half the price you could 
buy a better looking copy.  The material in here is for intermedi-
ate card worker who has some understanding of cards. Perhaps 
this was released really as an arts project for those who like tatoos 
or fans of Erdnase who want to add a book to their collection by 
Madison. If that is the case then it’s really for collectors or fans of 
Erdnase.  If you want to get a better book for less get the one by 
Dover Printing.
Here is the blurb from the original which describes the book .
The Classic Treatise On Card Manipulation 

For almost a century, this book has been considered indispensable 
to attaining the highest level of card mastery. In it, S.W. Erdnase, 
a supreme master of card manipulation, teaches card enthusiasts 
how to perform the dazzling tricks and sleights-many of them how 
own creations-that made him famous. 

The first section of the book deals with card table artifice, or, to 
put it more bluntly, cheating at cards. Step by step, Mr. Erdnase 
demonstrates his own systems of false shuffling, false riffling and 
cutting, dealing from the bottom and such slick moves as palming 
cards, "skinning the hand," even three-card monte. 

The second section covers legerdemain: the art of forcing a card, 
one- and two-hand transformations, the devious "slide" and more. 
Card handlers will love Erdnase's selection of dazzling card tricks, 
including The Acrobatic Jacks, The Exclusive Coterie, The Divining 
Rod, The Invisible Flight, a Mind Reading Tick and many others. 

In an informative foreword to this edition, Martin Gardner relates 
the unhappy details of the author's personal life, and recounts the 
history of this famous book, whose methods, Mr. Gardner asserts, 
"are as useful today by magicians and card hustlers as they were in 
1902. This book is still the bible of card 'mechanics,' and as much a 
delight to read as it was in the early years of this century."

"The Expert at the Card Table is the most famous, carefully studied 
book ever published on the art of manipulating cards at gaming 
tables." -from the Foreword by Martin Gardner 
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8 ANTHONY OWEN 
PENGUIN LIVE 
LECTURE BY 
PENGUIN MAGIC

PRICE: $39.95
DOWNLOAD FROM: www.penguinmagic.com

What will he teach?
This act will play for 15+ mins. It can easily fit into a small carry-on 
flight case and yet contains four incredibly powerful performance 
pieces. This is the act which has taken Anthony around the 
world from London to Las Vegas and has amazed, shocked and 
entertained audiences every time. Now - if you listen carefully to 
the information he shares - you can do the same. Items from this 
act are being performed every night in the working repertoires of 
leading professional magicians around the world. These are not 
pipe-dreams. These are professional performance pieces. While 
you'll see them performed in a stand-up platform environment 
some of this material will also work perfectly in a close-up inti-
mate environment too. Anthony will clearly explain how to adjust 
the material to make it work for you all in situations.

Natural Lottery 2018- This is Anthony’s ultimate version, with a 
new gimmick design and handling which has been improved 
further since its acclaimed publication in his book SECRETS. This 
particular version has never been taught before in video format. 

Number at Card- Anthony’s classic version of the Card at Num-
ber effect. Acclaimed by many as one of his greatest creations. 
For Penguin Magic he will be explaining further thoughts and 
improvements on video for the first time ever. 

America’s Next Top Magician- A fun interactive mentalism routine 
involving the entire audience. First time explained on video.

Psycho Quiz Prediction- A killer routine in which you predict in 
advance the answers a spectator will give to a magazine psycho-
logical test. Anthony will also be revealing additional bonus ideas 
about this effect which he has never revealed on video before.

 
Who is he?
Anthony Owen is recognized by his peers as one of the world's 
most creative magicians. He is a past winner of the David Berglas 
Award. He has worked behind the scenes as a creative consultant 
and / or Executive Producer for many of the world's top magi-
cians, including Derren Brown, Penn and Teller and Dynamo. He 

is particularly known for his work in the field of mentalism and it is 
this which he will be sharing in this special Penguin project.

Past winner of the David Berglas Award from the British Magical 
Society. Also awards from The Magic Circle in London, including 
Member of The Inner Magic Circle with Gold Star.

Winner of multiple awards (BAFTAs, Rose D’or, Royal Television So-
ciety, National Reality Television Award) for his work as Creator and 
Executive Producer of UK television magic shows and specials.

Author of over twenty books on magic, including the recently 
published 'Anthony Owen's SECRETS' which has been acclaimed 
with five star reviews from magazines, websites and magic blogs 
around the world.

And a blue tick on Twitter! @anthonyowenmagi

MY THOUGHTS:
Anthony teaches some of his all time great effects he has created. 
His Lottery Prediction is still one of the best opening effects for 
a mentalist. This was one of the first lottery prediction tricks ever 
released and over twenty years ago and over time Anthony has 
slightly changed the method. This makes the perfect opening sim-
ilar to a Tossed Out Deck routine where you choose five spectators 
to come up with numbers and they match a lottery ticket in your 
wallet. The method behind this effect is very easy and anybody 
looking for a strong opening you can’t go wrong here. Anthony 
goes in to detail explaining everything you need to know to make 
this up. Minimal props with maximum impact.

The next effect you will learn is his ACAAN routine. The difference 
here is that the cards are numbered on the back so it eliminates 
sleight of hand. What I like about this version is it uses a lot of 
members of the audience to come up with a random card and 
number. This breaks the fourth wall with your audience and gets 
in to their minds. Bob Cassidy talked about Macro Mind Reading 
where you read as many minds as possible, and this routine does 
that. They don’t have to come on stage but can feel safe in their 
seats and the results are something they won’t forget. This must 
be the world’s easiest ACAAN. The method is diabolical and can 
be done on stage or close-up. I think this is quite possibly one of 
the most commercial versions out there. In a restaurant situation 
for example this version could use everybody at the table to make 
choices. Anthony also talks about other variations and some that 
can incorporate sleight of hand. He has some great tips if you want 
to add some extras to this effect to make it even stronger. 
His Reality Television piece is a fun mentalist piece and can be 
done for kids and adults. You can use this to promote a product 
and there are a number of ways to present this. It is a very versatile 
routine that has a lot of potential for different presentations to 
make this as large as you want. This is one of those routines where 
there is fun to be had with the spectator’s taking part on stage. 
Because I travel a lot I am always on the look out for something 
that packs flat and plays big. This is one such routine! 

The final routine is a magazine test which is all about personal-
ity and a psychological reading. It was great seeing Anthony 
performing this because it’s always been one of my favourites. 
This REALLY makes sense because everybody knows about the 
personality quizzes in the back of a magazine. This is a product 
that Anthony sells however he does show how to make this up on 
Photoshop if you have the skills. The fact that the predictions are 
handed out prior to this routine makes this incredibly strong and 
takes away any idea that a switch took place (which it doesn’t) This 
really makes for a highly entertaining piece of mentalism because 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MVB07x4_ZcQ
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or piece of paper rather than a note. The main thing is that the 
spectator clearly sees the paper and can inspect it. 
This will require some work to get the handling down smoothly 
but it a nice visual effect of a vanished card to impossible location. 
The method isn’t brand new as I’ve seen something similar in the 
past but it does do the job nicely. You’ll also need to be able to 
have audience management so they don’t lift the bill themselves. 
The gimmick will break over time however I am sure most people 
will have the special something needed to make more up. If it 
becomes a favourite then you should probably have one or two 
back ups. 

This is a very special 2018 Madison Edition of The Expert at the 
Card Table by S.W. Erdnase... 

Artist Neema Atri has taken every one of M.D. Smith's original 
drawings of Erdnase's hands and modified them by giving Erdnase 
the tattooed hands of Daniel Madison! It is the perfect addition to 
any Madison or Erdnase collection. 

From Madison: 

"This book does not belong to me. 

I did not write it, nor did I sketch each image. 

S. W. Erdnase was the author, M. D. Smith drew each image of the 
hands of Erdnase and the book originally published in 1902. 

Ricky Smith suggested that I apply my hand tattoos to each draw-
ing in the book. I did not do that. I asked my friend Neema to do 
that for me. The cover was designed, and the book was sent to 
print. 

I am often seen as an 'Erdnase Capitalist.' 

But as with everything I do, it is never about the money. 

THE EXPERT AT 
THE CARD TABLE 
BY SW ERDNASE - 
MADISON VERSION

7 

This time, it's literally out of my hands, and I receive no profit other 
than the satisfaction of being part of another opportunity to bring 
attention to this book. 

If this is a new edition to your building Erdnase collection, thank 
you. I continue in hope to be understood, not as one who contin-
ues to disgrace the legacy of Erdnase, but as one who strives to 
uphold his work, as a student, as a fan and as an ambassador of 
this treatise on the science and art of manipulating cards. 

Freshly tattooed to reflect my image, I proudly present to you S. W. 
Erdnase, as artistically modified by Neema Atri, to create an idea 
by Ricky Smith. 

I am Daniel Madison." 

This is the 2018 Madison Edition of The Expert at the Card Table.

MY THOUGHTS:
How can anybody not like Erdnase. There is nothing new about 
this book from the original other than the size and the pictures 
have pictures of tatoos on them, which to be honest are very off 
putting as far as diagrams go. I guess if you are a fan of Daniel 
Madison then you might want to pruchase this book. The material 
of course is first rate, because it’s Erdnase. The nice thing about 
this book though is the size, you could easily throw it in your bag 
and read through it on a train, bus etc. without worrying about the 
size of it. It’s very handy. For those who don’t know Erdnase then 
this is a card book you should study.  For half the price you could 
buy a better looking copy.  The material in here is for intermedi-
ate card worker who has some understanding of cards. Perhaps 
this was released really as an arts project for those who like tatoos 
or fans of Erdnase who want to add a book to their collection by 
Madison. If that is the case then it’s really for collectors or fans of 
Erdnase.  If you want to get a better book for less get the one by 
Dover Printing.
Here is the blurb from the original which describes the book .
The Classic Treatise On Card Manipulation 

For almost a century, this book has been considered indispensable 
to attaining the highest level of card mastery. In it, S.W. Erdnase, 
a supreme master of card manipulation, teaches card enthusiasts 
how to perform the dazzling tricks and sleights-many of them how 
own creations-that made him famous. 

The first section of the book deals with card table artifice, or, to 
put it more bluntly, cheating at cards. Step by step, Mr. Erdnase 
demonstrates his own systems of false shuffling, false riffling and 
cutting, dealing from the bottom and such slick moves as palming 
cards, "skinning the hand," even three-card monte. 

The second section covers legerdemain: the art of forcing a card, 
one- and two-hand transformations, the devious "slide" and more. 
Card handlers will love Erdnase's selection of dazzling card tricks, 
including The Acrobatic Jacks, The Exclusive Coterie, The Divining 
Rod, The Invisible Flight, a Mind Reading Tick and many others. 

In an informative foreword to this edition, Martin Gardner relates 
the unhappy details of the author's personal life, and recounts the 
history of this famous book, whose methods, Mr. Gardner asserts, 
"are as useful today by magicians and card hustlers as they were in 
1902. This book is still the bible of card 'mechanics,' and as much a 
delight to read as it was in the early years of this century."

"The Expert at the Card Table is the most famous, carefully studied 
book ever published on the art of manipulating cards at gaming 
tables." -from the Foreword by Martin Gardner 
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8 ANTHONY OWEN 
PENGUIN LIVE 
LECTURE BY 
PENGUIN MAGIC

PRICE: $39.95
DOWNLOAD FROM: www.penguinmagic.com

What will he teach?
This act will play for 15+ mins. It can easily fit into a small carry-on 
flight case and yet contains four incredibly powerful performance 
pieces. This is the act which has taken Anthony around the 
world from London to Las Vegas and has amazed, shocked and 
entertained audiences every time. Now - if you listen carefully to 
the information he shares - you can do the same. Items from this 
act are being performed every night in the working repertoires of 
leading professional magicians around the world. These are not 
pipe-dreams. These are professional performance pieces. While 
you'll see them performed in a stand-up platform environment 
some of this material will also work perfectly in a close-up inti-
mate environment too. Anthony will clearly explain how to adjust 
the material to make it work for you all in situations.

Natural Lottery 2018- This is Anthony’s ultimate version, with a 
new gimmick design and handling which has been improved 
further since its acclaimed publication in his book SECRETS. This 
particular version has never been taught before in video format. 

Number at Card- Anthony’s classic version of the Card at Num-
ber effect. Acclaimed by many as one of his greatest creations. 
For Penguin Magic he will be explaining further thoughts and 
improvements on video for the first time ever. 

America’s Next Top Magician- A fun interactive mentalism routine 
involving the entire audience. First time explained on video.

Psycho Quiz Prediction- A killer routine in which you predict in 
advance the answers a spectator will give to a magazine psycho-
logical test. Anthony will also be revealing additional bonus ideas 
about this effect which he has never revealed on video before.

 
Who is he?
Anthony Owen is recognized by his peers as one of the world's 
most creative magicians. He is a past winner of the David Berglas 
Award. He has worked behind the scenes as a creative consultant 
and / or Executive Producer for many of the world's top magi-
cians, including Derren Brown, Penn and Teller and Dynamo. He 

is particularly known for his work in the field of mentalism and it is 
this which he will be sharing in this special Penguin project.

Past winner of the David Berglas Award from the British Magical 
Society. Also awards from The Magic Circle in London, including 
Member of The Inner Magic Circle with Gold Star.
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published 'Anthony Owen's SECRETS' which has been acclaimed 
with five star reviews from magazines, websites and magic blogs 
around the world.

And a blue tick on Twitter! @anthonyowenmagi

MY THOUGHTS:
Anthony teaches some of his all time great effects he has created. 
His Lottery Prediction is still one of the best opening effects for 
a mentalist. This was one of the first lottery prediction tricks ever 
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ilar to a Tossed Out Deck routine where you choose five spectators 
to come up with numbers and they match a lottery ticket in your 
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looking for a strong opening you can’t go wrong here. Anthony 
goes in to detail explaining everything you need to know to make 
this up. Minimal props with maximum impact.

The next effect you will learn is his ACAAN routine. The difference 
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to add some extras to this effect to make it even stronger. 
His Reality Television piece is a fun mentalist piece and can be 
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make this as large as you want. This is one of those routines where 
there is fun to be had with the spectator’s taking part on stage. 
Because I travel a lot I am always on the look out for something 
that packs flat and plays big. This is one such routine! 

The final routine is a magazine test which is all about personal-
ity and a psychological reading. It was great seeing Anthony 
performing this because it’s always been one of my favourites. 
This REALLY makes sense because everybody knows about the 
personality quizzes in the back of a magazine. This is a product 
that Anthony sells however he does show how to make this up on 
Photoshop if you have the skills. The fact that the predictions are 
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really makes for a highly entertaining piece of mentalism because 
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people love personality tests. No matter how they answer your 
predictions will always end up correct. To be honest I own this and 
perform it, and would highly recommend purchasing to get the 
professional printed magazines. 

This is a great download and you will learn very practical, enter-
taining and strong mind reading pieces. You could easily put these 
in any act and if you so choose do all of them and have a complete 
act that can pack small and play big. The nice thing about this is 
you can travel anywhere with just a small amount of props. This 
is also a great complement to Anthony’s fantastic book and if you 
own that then you will definitely want to get this, or if you love this 
then you will want to make sure you get his book. This would also 
make a great act for those who are knew to mentalism and want 
strong material that is easy to do. 

SCOTT WELLS 
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PRICE: $9.95 for DVD
$7.95 for download
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers

With a background in magic that spans over 40 years, he is a full-
time performer, lecturer, artist, and friend to magicians around the 
world. A life member of S.A.M., I.B.M., and London's own Magic 
Circle, he holds the degree of Member of the Inner Magic Circle 
with a Gold Star. He's been a contributing columnist for magic 
magazines such as Genii and The Linking Ring for several years, as 
well a business partner with Banachek! Let's welcome to the studio 
- Scott Wells! Here are some of the tricks you'll learn: 

Un-Bearable: A presentation for sponge teddy bears that can be 
used as an example of creative thinking and humor. 

Multiplying Beer Mats: An impromptu, silly effect to perform with 
friends at a bar or restaurant. 

What's in Your Pocket: Suggestions for strange and obscure things 
that can be carried in your pocket for impromptu effects. 

Fortune Cookie: How to get predictions inside sealed fortune 
cookies! 

Nailed to the Mat: A prediction effect, nailed to a board, that 

changes to the correct one. 

DaVinci's Code: An up-to-date, digital version of "Nailed to the 
Mat" using QR Codes. 

Easy Book Test: A completely free choice of books and a random 
word, psychically revealed! 

And MANY other effects, PLUS: An overview for finding and book-
ing restaurant magic, a discussion on corporate events, ideas for 
master of ceremonies and trade show gigs, and even a discussion 
on seances!

MY THOUGHTS - by Nick Lewin

3 ½ Hour video download.

Murphy’s Magic have a really nice product with their “At The Table” 
series. This is another fine lecture given by by veteran professional 
Scott Wells. With great advice and information and a whole series 
of excellent routines there really is something for everyone in this 
lecture. At this price, and given the running time of over 3 ½ hours, 
this is a quality release that is also a bargain. 

Our readers will probably be familiar with Wells from his “Magic 
Word Podcast,” which has become a firm favorite of magicians 
around the globe. During this lecture Scott shares a great deal of 
information about the mechanics of performance and information 
he has amassed as a top-level corporate and trade show enter-
tainer. There is a great deal to be learned from this smooth and 
skilled magician.

I particularly enjoyed Wells’ “Nailed To The Mat” card routine, which 
is visual card magic at its finest. The information shared about get-
ting predictions into Chinese Fortune Cookies, will be enriching 
many of my future Chinese meals! There are many other routines 
included that will be a delight to magicians, and everyone should 
find something to suit their style. I highly recommend this DVD/
Download. 
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GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION NETWORK!

Get your product sold 
throughout the world.

DEDICATED TEAM TO SERVE YOU!

Our friendly and knowledgeable 
team is here to personally handle 
our dealer and vendors’ needs.

WWW.MURPHYSMAGIC.COM
1.800.853.7403

With 20 years of buying experience,
we find the best products available.

OVER 12,000 PRODUCTS!
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A utility wallet limited ONLY by your imagination - the perfect tool for magicians and mentalists.
Available in 2 sizes - Small for close-up & Large for stand-up.

VORTEX MAGIC

Now available at your favorite Murphy’s Magic Dealer.


